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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to explore the micropolitical actions of a new-toplace veteran assistant principal in an unfamiliar rural site. Past research offers several
different perspectives about the experiences of assistant principals, including
socialization and job duties. There is little research, however, on veteran assistant
principals who enter new assignments, or on assistant principals working in rural
communities. Using an exemplary case design using the theory of micropolitics, I
examined an assistant principal’s ability to perform the expectations of the job while
addressing challenges resulting from local site characteristics.
Through data triangulation of semi-structured interviews, observations, and
document analysis, the themes of community expectations, communication, and the
effects of conflict were identified. The assistant principal excelled in using social media
and honoring local expectations as micropolitical acts. However, the assistant principal
struggled in responding to conflict. The findings revealed how micropolitics can be
mutually beneficial in rural schools when school leaders align their communication
practices with those of the community. The findings also explain the importance of rural
APs understanding the expectations of community members and choosing appropriate
micropolitical responses. The results indicated that assistant principals must honor and
understand rural community characteristics while acknowledging that conflict is an
inherent aspect of micropolitical actions in schools.
The significance of my study is that it is one of the first to address veteran
assistant principals in rural settings. For scholarship and research, this study provides a
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foundation for future scholarship on the micropolitical actions of assistant principals in
rural communities. For practitioners, the study suggests the need for assistant principals
to identify ways in which they can improve a school community while increasing their
own political standing. For educational leaders, the results indicate a need to increase
mentoring for assistant principals with a particular emphasis on managing conflict.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
While completing the first week as the new assistant principal at a rural
community school years ago, the principal introduced me to an important community
member while standing near the football field. The gentleman was told that I was a local,
an important distinction to some within the area. He asked what part of the area I grew up
in and I responded with a specific road name. “Oh, you’re from town,” he responded
flatly. His reaction, a clear indication that he did not consider me a local, was an
important clue to me that connection to place (Budge, 2006; Wieczorek & Manard, 2018)
was highly valued at the site. Consequently, the gentleman’s statement became the
catalyst for my study. Through researching the actions and reactions of a veteran AP at a
new rural school site, I aimed to offer research-based information from which future
assistant principals in similar circumstances can draw upon.
Background of the Problem
Public school leadership is a revolving door, with half of new principals leaving a
site by their third year (Zhu, 2018, para, 4). The three-year trend is also important when
considering that it can take as long for a new principal to have a positive effect on student
achievement via standardized test scores (Miller, 2013). Leadership instability created by
turnover in a community leads to a drain of district financial resources and staffing
capacity (Tran, et al., 2018). Just as importantly, the cost of replacing leadership at a
school is paid not only in finances but in time lost and student learning.
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An increasing trend in principal turnover is even more concerning when
discussing leaders of rural districts, who have unique challenges in balancing local
community wishes with outside mandates (Preston & Barnes, 2017; Preston et al., 2013).
The reasons for rural principalship turnover include increased scrutiny in a small
community (Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009) and less administrative support in the face of
federal and state mandates (Starr & White, 2008). Furthermore, rural administrators often
act in multiple roles that result in constant interruptions beyond their suburban or urban
peers (Starr & White, 2008). Some superintendents respond by selecting leaders from
within the community, yet such practices have led to mixed results (Versland, 2013;
Wood et al., 2013). I therefore asserted that leadership in rural schools includes specific
and unique challenges (Hohner & Riveros, 2017) not encountered by leaders of suburban
or metropolitan areas.
An often-overlooked member of a school leadership team is the assistant principal
(AP). Just as rural principals face increased scrutiny, assistant principals entering rural
communities as outsiders often do so without a nuanced understanding of hidden
community norms that permeate isolated areas (Budge, 2006; Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009;
Freie & Eppley, 2014; Preston et al., 2013; Wieczorek & Manard, 2018). Assistant
principals can become entangled by unwritten and unexpressed local wishes and norms
simply by attempting to enforce school norms and mandates (Preston & Barnes, 2017).
Today’s policy makers now require a skillful interpretation of policy within local
contexts in the updated Professional Standards for Educational Leaders from the National
Policy Board for Educational Administration (2015). Regardless of the circumstances,
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APs must realize that understanding and working within local community norms is now
as much a part of their expected skillset as processing discipline referrals.
The rural context only increases the vulnerability of APs (Mitchell et al., 2017).
The assistant principalship in a rural area brings unique challenges in terms of geography
and localized relationships (Hohner & Riveros, 2017). APs in rural communities may
experience at least three conditions: (a) higher turnover rates of principals (Pendola &
Fuller, 2018), (b) the inherent challenges of implementing outside mandates in small
communities (Preston et al., 2013; Starr & White, 2008), and (c) increased scrutiny
within the community (Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009; Wieczorek & Manard, 2018). However,
just as rural principals face increased scrutiny, APs entering rural communities do so
without a nuanced understanding “of what is appropriate in action, interaction, and
choice” (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991, p. 397).
Unfortunately, APs are often caught between evaluative roles, such as formal
instructional classroom observations, and supportive roles such as providing emotional
support to those same educators (Glanz, 1994a). The ill-defined roles in which APs
operate often lead to feelings of being neither an outsider nor insider (Mitchell et al.,
2017). Also, APs can become entangled while enforcing school norms and mandates and
struggling to simultaneously honor local wishes (Freie & Eppley, 2014). In short,
leadership, especially from outsiders, is more about negotiation (Lindle, 1999; Meyer et
al., 2011) than strict enforcement of policy. Research shows that school leaders whom
local communities considered as outsiders need to spend time building relationships
(Ashton & Duncan, 2012; Wieczorek & Manard, 2018). Therefore, the arrival of a new
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AP in an unfamiliar, rural setting can hinder an organization’s ability to effectively deal
with challenges in a timely manner due to the need for the administrator to build rapport
first.
Problem
New-to-place APs will encounter the actions of other stakeholders participating in
both hidden and obvious manners. In general terms, these actions form the basis of the
theory of micropolitics (Blase, 1993; Caruso, 2013; Grissom et al., 2015). In this study, I
defined the concept of micropolitics as the actions that local stakeholders take in vying
for resources and influence. As an example, rather than be seen as outright insubordinate,
teachers may choose “to work around initiatives” (Hargreaves & Shirley, 2009).
Essentially, micropolitical activity is the result of people attempting to satisfy their own
interests within the framework of official policy.
Veteran APs who find themselves at new school sites must be able to recognize
and understand the actions or micropolitics of others. Rural community members expect
school leaders to be highly visible (Budge, 2006; Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009; Hansen,
2018), understand and respect local norms for behavior (Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009; Freie
& Eppley, 2014) and re-align outside mandates to fit local needs (Preston & Barnes,
2017). APs have additional challenges in doing so in rural communities because “the
coffee drinkers at the local café may have learned of school problems even before
students are dismissed for the day” (Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009). Therefore, rural leaders,
including APs, often work in reactionary rather than strategic ways (Grodzki, 2011;
Hausman et al., 2002). New-to-place school leaders must quickly realize the lens through
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which local community members operate when making decisions. Doing so is a
challenging task made even more difficult by the expectation for school leaders to fulfill
many roles due to a lack of resources, including limited staffing or under-credentialed
staff members (Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009; Wieczorek & Manard, 2018). Yet rural
communities also expect school leaders to be approachable and visible around the clock
(Preston et al., 2013; Hansen, 2018; Wieczorek & Manard, 2018). Veteran APs entering
unfamiliar rural sites, therefore, must be aware of the many tasks and lack of anonymity
that will accompany the new assignment.
Additionally, levels of support for the AP can vary from site to site (Baker et al.,
2018 Grodzki, 2011). Although research on the micropolitical experiences of new
principals abounds (Caruso, 2013; Lindle, 2004; Meyer et al., 2011), studies on the
experiences of new-to-place yet veteran APs have been minimal (e. g., Marshall &
Mitchell, 1991). For example, Lochmiller and Karnopp (2016) address APs but only in
the context of principal control. Further study would help veteran APs better understand
the normalization process (Freie & Eppley, 2014) that most new leaders undergo when
entering a new location.
Finally, research shows the AP position has only somewhat evolved from its
initial nature of helping the building-level principal (or the ultimate authority figure in the
building) with matters of evaluation and administrative tasks (Glanz, 1994b). As a result,
modern APs usually deal with management duties involving staff and students (Barnett et
al., 2012; Craft et al., 2016; 2016; Kwan & Walker, 2012). Not surprisingly, one of the
biggest influencers of individual AP job expectations is the principal (Baker et al., 2018
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Mitchell et al., 2017; Oleszewski et al., 2012). The result is that APs usually address
management matters at the expense of experiencing more leadership-centric tasks such as
curriculum development (Grodzki, 2011; Hausman et al., 2002; Militello et al., 2015).
Consequentially, APs can become frustrated when experiencing dissonance between their
initial beliefs about the job and reality (Barnett et al., 2012; Grodzki, 2011; Militello et
al., 2015). Scholars have referred to this phenomenon as role uncertainty (Grodzki,
2011), vulnerability (Militello et al., 2015) or a lack of clarity (Oleszewski et al., 2012).
No matter the label, the issue is a byproduct of the relationship between principals and
APs (e.g., Wong, 2009; Baker et al., 2018) and unclear task expectations (Mitchell et al.,
2017). Both new and experienced APs go through periods of socialization when either
entering the profession or a new site (Grodzki, 2011; Marshall & Mitchell, 1991;
Oleszewski et al., 2012). However, veteran APs may have a better understanding of the
socialization process due to past experiences. These scholarly findings were important for
my study because a veteran AP entering a new environment will encounter the
socialization process simultaneously with the community’s expectation that the AP
respect both obvious and hidden norms.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of my study was to explore how new-to-place, veteran assistant
principals participate in micropolitics. By participating in, I meant the actions chosen in
either enforcing policy or obtaining desired outcomes. Additionally, the actions APs use
when recognizing the intent of others are important. Understanding local norms is not an
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easy task, as past and current research shows that APs learn the biggest lessons while on
the job through mistakes and missteps (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991; Mitchell et al., 2017).
Adding the task of learning a community’s expectations, political leanings, and
tolerance for new ideas (Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009) only exacerbates the challenge. With
principal turnover apparent in current research (Miller, 2013; Pendola & Fuller, 2018;
Tran et al., 2018), administrators should plan to be in new surroundings at some point in
their careers. On the other hand, the skills and tools that foster success for an AP
elsewhere will not necessarily work in a rural setting (Budge, 2006; Hohner & Riveros,
2017). Ultimately, my study identified specific actions and strategies that administrators,
already familiar with micropolitics, can use when first beginning new leadership
assignments.
Research Question
A single research question guided the study:
How do new-to-place, veteran assistant principals participate in micropolitical
behaviors in rural school settings?
I defined the term new-to-place as an individual with less than two years’ experience at a
site. Additionally, I defined the construct of veteran as someone with at least three years’
experience as an AP. Lastly, I defined the concept of micropolitics as the actions that
local stakeholders take in vying for resources and influence.
By including micropolitics in my theoretical framework, my study contributed to
researchers’ understanding of veteran APs by explaining the framework’s usefulness
today. Although the role of the assistant principalship may not drastically change based
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upon years of experience (Barnett et al., 2012), I argued that veteran APs are more likely
to identify the importance of understanding community tolerance (Cruzeiro & Boone,
2009) and local expectations (Armstrong, 2010; Barnett et al., 2012; Craft et al., 2016;
Karpinski, 2008). By researching veteran APs who have previously experienced
micropolitics, I intended to show that such administrators are able to apply or transfer
their knowledge in new settings.
Framework Summary
Literature on the AP position and rural leadership were vital to my study. I
therefore synthesized research on the assistant principal position and rural school
leadership. I began with a review of the impact of role uncertainty (Grodzki, 2011) on the
emotions and self-efficacy of APs. I then examined the socialization process APs
experience when entering a new site. While both constructs impact levels of
understanding among APs, including a rural component adds more challenges.
Accordingly, I reviewed rural leadership scholarship and paid close attention to how
community expectations inform the decision-making process in rural areas.
My theoretical framework integrated the theory of micropolitics (e. g., Ball, 1987;
Beatty, 2014) and the assumptive worlds framework of Marshall and Mitchell (1991).
First, I described the body of literature on micropolitics within the confines of public
education, specifically regarding school leadership. As the purpose of schooling (Budge,
2006) and decision-making authority (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991) are interwoven
inherently into educational policy, micropolitics will always exist. Since APs are both
members of most school leadership teams while also undergoing evaluation by the
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principal, identifying and understanding micropolitical behaviors among all stakeholders
is paramount. I detailed how APs struggle in responding to the wishes of principals,
parents, and other stakeholders during such moments.
The work of Marshall and Mitchell (1991), which is similar to my research
problem, includes the assumptive worlds framework. They concisely organized their
around four themes: (a) who has the right and responsibility to initiate, (b) acceptable and
unacceptable values, (c) patterns of expected behavior, and (d) school site conditions. I
employed the framework for my study as a structure for analysis of community
expectations, hidden norms, and understanding how sites operate. Since the framework
was created in 1991, I examined whether current micropolitical experiences of APs were
similar in an era of greater accountability and exposure than in the past.
Research Design Summary
In chapter three, I discussed the methods used for the study, including the use of a
qualitative case study design. I purposefully selected the case study site (Maxwell, 2012)
and explained my criteria for the site selection through the use of the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES) rural codes. I then justified including the AP, principal,
certified staff, and school board members in the study as participants. The length of the
study was approximately three months during the second semester of the 2019-2020
school year, which allowed the participant time to gain new experiences in the role.
The remainder of the chapter included the length and timing of the study, data
collection, analysis, and my own positionality. Data collection procedures focused on the
use of semi-structured interviews of the AP, single semi-structured interviews of the
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principal and three certified staff, and a school board member. The inclusion of the
school board member was dependent upon permission from the district. Additional data
sources included observations of the AP in school-centric situations such as processing
discipline referrals, monitoring dismissal, or attending daily school functions such as
lunch. Also, I used survey data from the South Carolina State Department of Education.
Data analysis included coding for both emergent and pre-identified themes and was
guided by my theoretical framework. I then described how I ensured trustworthiness
through data triangulation. I closed the chapter with a discussion of my positionality as a
pragmatist.
Significance
My study added to the nascent body of literature on veteran APs in rural
communities. By addressing the ways in which APs interact with stakeholders who hold
preexisting opinions of how sites should operate, I provided a modern framework for
researchers for future use. Thus far, existing APs have been examined within the context
of socialization or job responsibilities (Barnett et al., 2012; Glanz, 1994; Hausman et al.,
2002; Kwan & Walker, 2012; Marshall, 1985; Militello et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 2017;
Petrides et al., 2014). However, these constructs have not been adequately investigated
within the rural context.
In terms of policy and leadership, my study provided contemporary research on
the challenges and experiences of outsiders entering insider communities. Specifically,
practitioner-leaders can focus professional development on mentorship and coping
mechanisms for new rural APs (Ashton & Duncan, 2012) since challenges can be
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heightened in rural communities (McHenry-Sorber & Schafft, 2015; Starr & White,
2008). The experiences of current rural administrators can provide strategies for future
APs who find themselves in similar situations. I attempted to provide strategies through
the coding of both inductive and deductive themes in an exemplary case study.
For administrators currently practicing in the field, my study gave both emerging
and veteran APs strategies to use in surviving transitions to new areas using Marshall and
Mitchell’s (1991) assumptive worlds framework in a contemporary context. For example,
national, state, and local mandates exist no matter the school locale. As members of the
administrative team, APs are expected to endorse and enforce mandates. However, what
enforcement looks like can be heavily influenced by community expectations and
routines, especially in rural areas (Freie & Eppley, 2014). When this friction occurs, new
administrators must be able to quickly yet thoughtfully assess how to present outside
demands to insider cultures. My study addressed this problem by identifying a priori and
emergent themes gleaned from synthesizing information from a single research
participant. I then used the themes as evidence for suggestions and explanations. The
findings of Pendola and Fuller (2018) showed rural principal turnover to be higher than in
other areas. I argued that rural APs will experience either higher rates of principal
turnover or leave sites themselves, voluntarily or non-voluntarily. As a result, I attempted
to provide additional research for APs entering tight knit, hegemonic communities.
Conclusion
The gentleman who made sure to note my residency in town provided an
important clue as to the importance of place (Budge, 2006) for some community
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members. Thankfully, the principal of the school was cognizant of the need to act as a
gatekeeper (Kelchtermans et al., 2011) for my integration into the community. Not all
APs who enter insider communities have the same luxury. Even if veteran APs have a
better understanding of the expectations of the role (e. g., Armstrong, 2010; Craft et al.,
2016) and have experienced the socialization process elsewhere (Grodzki, 2011), the role
of an outsider may be foreign. Additionally, rural school leadership includes specific
challenges (Hohner & Riveros, 2017) that veteran APs may not encounter in suburban or
urban campuses.
I presented an exemplary qualitative case study of a single participant to bring
additional research to the existing yet modest topic of veteran assistant principals.
Current research shows school leadership turnover to be increasing (Miller, 2013), even
more so in rural areas (Pendola & Fuller, 2018). My experiences as an AP-practitioner
lead me to believe that principal churn will impact levels of AP turnover, as
administrators are reassigned to balance the needs of schools or voluntarily choose other
sites. Such shuffling increases the likelihood of an experienced administrator finding
themselves in a new environment where divergent ideas (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991) are
not necessarily valued. These APs will need to be able to seek existing research that
addresses the vulnerability (Mitchell et al., 2017) in which they find themselves.
Although Marshall and Mitchell (1991) address APs entering new environments, my
study brings additional information in the modern school context through the inclusion of
the rural component.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature on the still nascent topics of
the veteran AP and rural education. My research question involves how new-to-place,
veteran assistant principals participated in and responded to micropolitical behaviors in
rural school settings. The importance of this topic derives from the instability of rural
school leadership, as “rural districts have a nearly 34% lower odds of having a stable
principal” (Pendola & Fuller, 2018, p. 9). Although research on AP stability is minimal
and more so when considering rural schools, research shows the propensity for
communities to be potentially combative with stakeholders perceived as outsiders
(McHenry-Sorber & Schafft, 2015). If AP stability in rural areas mirror that of buildinglevel principals, additional research may help practitioners navigate such challenges.
For research on APs, I briefly discuss the evolution of the assistant principalship
and how history has influenced the current job expectations of the position. Secondly, I
discuss the inherent role of uncertainty that is a byproduct of the middle management role
in which APs reside. For example, Mitchell et al. (2017) note that a common way in
which APs identify their boundaries is by making mistakes (p. 11). I define uncertainty as
the ambiguous (Grodzki, 2011) expectations placed upon APs from one site to another
and, at times, from one year to another (Mitchell et al., 2017). A part of the discussion
will focus on the relationship between APs and their building level principals. As the
research will show, the variance in clarity and types of relationships is not unique to
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educational leaders in the United States. As a final component, I include a review of past
research on the socialization of APs.
My review of rural education literature begins by articulating the difficulty in
defining the term. Researchers have addressed the problem in various ways. Within the
same section, I address research debunking the myth of rural communities as primarily
harmonious locales. I present literature showing rural communities to be just as conflict
laden as other areas and ideal for micropolitical behavior. A sub-section is presented
covering several topics. I begin with research on the difficulty school leaders face in
enforcing mandates that often clash with rural stakeholders’ perceptions of the nature of
public education (Budge, 2006). I then present research covering expectations of rural
leaders’ visibility due to principals being categorized as major community leaders. The
sub-section concludes with a review of recent insider/outsider literature and how status
can change over time.
The final component of this literature review includes my theoretical framework
using the theory of micropolitics and the assumptive worlds framework of Marshall and
Mitchell (1991). The theory of micropolitics, specifically in the educational realm,
involves the actions and reactions of stakeholders vying for resources, influence, and
power (e.g., Beatty, 2014; Henkin et al., 2010). I include the assumptive worlds
framework of Marshall and Mitchell (1991) because it addresses the micropolitical
experiences of assistant principals. The framework includes four components applicable
to veteran APs entering a new site, including who has the right and responsibility to
initiate decisions. I begin with an overview of literature on micropolitics as relevant to
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the experiences of APs. I conclude with a discussion of the assumptive worlds framework
(Marshall & Mitchell, 1991) and its usefulness within a contemporary study on the
experiences of new-to-place APs.
Selection of Literature
Initially, my review of literature was not an example of Hallinger’s (2014) notion
of a systematic review and has evolved from the beginning of my academic experience
four years ago to the present. At first, I used the Google Scholar search engine for peerreviewed, empirical research on micropolitics, APs, and rural school leadership as key
terms, but with no clearly defined framework. Over the process of the haphazard review,
however, I began to refine my search criteria. Concerning micropolitics, I noticed certain
researchers, such as Ball (1987) and Blase (1989, 1993), whose works were cited widely
in subsequent literature. I, too, used the work of these authors as the foundation for my
search of other micropolitical research, specifically on conflict (Ball, 1987) and
persuasion (Lindle, 1999). With a narrower topic to search for, I identified research from
the United States, England, Canada, Germany, and China. I included certain international
studies because conflict, persuasion, or leadership experiences were framed as central
parts of those studies. For example, although occurring in Hong Kong, the findings of
both Kwan (2009) and Wong (2009) provided additional relevant information on the
relationships between principals and APs. I also selected to use certain articles as anchor
articles and mined those reference sections for works I had yet to encounter. For example,
I found that the work of Craft et al. (2016) provided seven articles ranging from 1985 to
2014, which included the work of Marshall and Mitchell (1991) that serves as my
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theoretical framework. As my skills in searching evolved, the Clemson Libraries website
and the EBSCO database became my dominant search tools. In all, I included 32 articles
on micropolitics for review with 15 of those applying qualitative methods, 6 using mixed
methods, and the remaining literature consisting of journal articles or book chapters.
Just as with my search for research studies investigating micropolitics, I found
that identifying research on the experiences of APs was a work in progress. I discovered
that research on APs is not robust. Studies on the experiences of veteran APs are even
less common. Out of necessity, my search included any research on APs that addressed
socialization, vulnerability (Mitchell et al., 2017), confusion of the role, or experiences
interacting with principals, teachers, and other stakeholders. In total, I selected 20 articles
for the review, with a publication date ranging from 1985 until 2018, with 15 published
within the last ten years. The majority of these research studies, nine, used a qualitative
design. Additionally, seven articles were selected that did not address the experiences of
APs but included findings on school leadership that are relevant for my study on APs. Of
those studies, three used qualitative methods, three used quantitative methods, and one
used mixed methods.
I also included rural leadership findings to address the rural aspect of the topic.
Initially following the same haphazard routine, I eventually identified 12 articles to
include in the review through the use of the Google Scholar search engine and the
EBSCO database. Of the 12 articles, The Rural Educator was the source of six, the
Journal of Research in Rural Education was a source of four, with the Peabody Journal
of Education and the International Journal of Teacher Leadership being the sources of
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the remaining two. Of the 12 articles, seven were qualitative studies, two were
quantitative, with the final two being a literature review and journal article, respectively.
The research on micropolitics and assistant principal studies generally relied more
on qualitative methods than other designs. This affected my research in that I
concentrated on researchers’ use of methods, including interview questions and
triangulation, when selecting studies for a review. In all cases, the research selected was
chosen with the question of practitioner usefulness in mind because I wanted to provide
findings for practitioners to consider when beginning new assignments.
In the subsequent section, I presented research on the assistant principal position,
starting with the creation of the role. I then discussed the job expectations of APs,
including managerial responsibilities. I followed with a review of literature on the role
uncertainty among novice and experienced APs. Finally, I concluded the section with
relevant research on the socialization of APs within sites and communities.
The Role of the Assistant Principal
The current role of the assistant principal is an interesting study in how the past
shapes the future. Jeffrey Glanz (1994b) described two roles, a special supervisor and a
general supervisor, that aided principals in larger schools beginning in the 1920s and
1930s in monitoring school compliance. The special supervisor helped “less experienced
teachers in subject matter mastery” (p. 37) while the general supervisors would monitor
“attendance reports, collect data for evaluation purposes, and coordinate special
programs” (p. 38). Glanz described today’s instructional coach and assistant principal
roles. Since general supervisors were “given authority, albeit limited, to evaluate
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instruction in the classroom” (p. 38), they were “consequently viewed as more menacing
to the classroom teacher” (p. 38). Such literature explains the tension between those
acting as APs and the teachers they evaluate that has been present from the inception of
the role (Armstrong, 2010; Glanz, 1994a; Petrides, Jimes, & Karaglani, 2014).
Much of the research on APs focuses on job responsibilities and duties. Today’s
AP expectations are heavily influenced by individual building principals and site
conditions (Baker et al., 2018; Mitchell et al., 2017; Oleszewski et al., 2012).
Consequently, AP role expectations vary from site to site, with APs needing to be both
flexible (Wong, 2009) and intentional in implementing change (Wieczorek & Manard,
2018). Nonetheless, management of staff and students is a recurring theme in recent
literature (Barnett et al, 2012; Craft et al., 2016; Kwan & Walker, 2012). These
responsibilities also consistently appear in past research (Marshall, 1985), with the basic
responsibilities of the position remaining constant if not consistent among sites. The
inability of APs to cultivate leadership skills because of management obligations is also
noticeable in the literature (Kwan, 2009; Kwan & Walker, 2012; Militello et al., 2015).
Literature on AP job responsibilities also focuses on the divide between what APs
wish to do during the work day versus what they actually do (Barnett et al., 2012; Kwan
& Walker, 2012; Militello et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 2017). Since new and veteran APs
are represented in the research, it is important to note that both groups struggle with
similar issues such as acquiring skills outside of traditional management techniques.
However, these studies all take very different angles on the discrepancy in expectations.
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Barnett et al. (2012) concentrated on management similarities between novices
and veterans while Kwan and Walker (2012) compared APs’ career aspirations with
levels of job satisfaction. From my perspective, research comparing the experiences of
novice and experienced APs was most useful because veteran APs do not struggle with
basic job expectations but, rather, in negotiating micropolitics.
In conclusion, the daily job expectations of APs are determined by principals yet
management duties such as student discipline and staff management appear consistently
in the literature. Nonetheless, both new and veteran APs express a disconnect between
what they assumed the position would be and the actual responsibilities. Since the job is
management rather than leadership heavy, research suggests that APs must be deliberate
in building leadership skills while continuing to meet managerial expectations (Baker et
al., 2018). It is not surprising, then, that APs often struggle with confusion in their roles
in matters that go beyond simple managerial tasks.
Role Uncertainty among Assistant Principals
Confusion among APs in their job responsibilities can produce difficult work
environments. Grodzki (2011) labeled the confusion that assistant principals experience
as role uncertainty. Furthermore, he noted “the mixed messages and ambiguous role
expectations resulted in significant performance pressures and anxiety” (p. 18). Mitchell
et al. (2017) labeled the confusion as vulnerability, stating that APs “often had to figure
out their level of authority by taking action and dealing with the fallout if they made a
mistake or overstepped a boundary” (p. 11). Furthermore, Oleszewski et al., (2012)
dubbed the confusion as a lack of clarity on the part of APs. As with Grodzki (2011), the
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authors found “an unclear job description has been found to impact assistant principals’
emotional well-being” (Oleszewski et al., p. 273). Since the level of clarity an AP
experiences is largely left to the whim and skill of the building level principal (Marshall,
1985; Mitchell et al., 2017), for the purpose of this review, I define AP role uncertainty as
a natural byproduct of administrative “discrepancy in support” (Grodzki, 2011, p. 17). In
other words, individual principals decide how much feedback, clarity, and
communication they use with their APs. However, as stated by Marshall and Phelps
Davidson (2016), “it takes a secure and generous principal to distribute the leadership
responsibilities without overly micro-managing” (p. 276). Additionally, while some
principals work to build leadership capacity in their APs, others see assistants’ growth as
a threat to their own power (Karpinski, 2008). Therefore, role uncertainty among APs can
be attributed to two issues: (a) the dynamics of the relationship between the principal and
the AP and (b) a lack of clarity in task expectations. In the following, I will describe each
component in detail.
First, a principal’s interpretation of the role of the assistant principal is crucial in
determining the level of uncertainty experienced by the AP. In support of this claim,
Wong (2009) created a framework based upon a review of past research, resulting in a
case study utilizing survey results. The framework included three types of principal-AP
relationships: (a) chief assistant, (b) mentor-learner, and (c) partner. The chief assistant
supports the principal’s vision while focusing on administrative tasks such as discipline
and duty schedules. The mentor-learner relationship includes principals who reflectively
collaborate with their assistants in building leadership capabilities. The partner
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relationship includes administrators who share equal responsibility and tasks for a
school’s success. Based upon my experiences as both an AP and a principal, I believe
Wong is correct in his assertion that most relationships take the form of a hybrid of at
least two of the types. This is because principals often alter their level of supervision of
subordinates based upon perceived needs. The mentor-learner type was both the least
observed and most satisfying. To be fair to building-level principals, time is not a readily
available asset, making mentorship less likely (Wong, 2009). In addition, the seeming
urgency required by almost every decision that confronts administrators could explain the
popularity of the chief assistant model. For rural leaders, the mentor-learner model may
be of use for transitioning administrators in need of understanding local traditions and
rituals (Armstrong, 2010). This is because the challenges of meeting state and federal
mandates while honoring local customs and influencers are amplified in rural schools
(Starr & White, 2008).
Kwan (2009) found that principals in Hong Kong were more apt to assign APs
tasks such as staff management at the expense of principal-centric tasks such as resource
management. Such a practice echoes the notion of principals as leaders and assistant
principals as managers, which is common in the United States. When considering role
uncertainty, APs need leadership experiences since entrenched teachers may simply
appeal to the principal if a decision made by an AP is not to their liking (Armstrong,
2010). Also, APs with more participation in resource management “activities appeared to
be more likely to aspire to a principalship” (Kwan & Walker, 2012, p. 14). Wong’s
(2009) study, also conducted in Hong Kong, found the chief assistant type of principal-
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AP relationship to be the most common. Furthermore, although culturally and
geographically distinct from rural South Carolina, Wong’s study framed school
leadership as including leadership and management, an oft-found distinction between
American principals and APs. In contrast, Kwan (2009) admitted the regional influence
on Hong Kong principals’ tendencies to assign staff disputes to APs (p. 202). In addition,
Kwan (2009) claimed that APs did not see handling staff grievances as preparing them
for the principalship. This is in direct contrast to many American schools, especially
those in rural areas, where principals often have the final word on conflict matters among
staff. However, both studies showed the relationship between the two position-holders as
being mixed rather than in pure form (Wong, 2009). For example, Kwan (2009) found
that principals may use APs as messengers of bad news as a strategy in maintaining
positive relationships with teachers. Such a finding supports Wong’s (2009) earlier
assertion that the AP position “has to be flexible enough to accommodate the needs and
management philosophy of individual schools” (p. 169). Uncertainty arises when a new
AP, even a veteran administrator, enters a new environment and is expected to participate
in decision-making before fully understanding the unfamiliar management philosophy.
Further evidence of the importance of the principal-AP relationship and its impact
on an AP’s ability to successfully understand the principal’s expectations abounds.
Although a study from over 30 years ago, Marshall (1985) found disagreement with the
principal to be a factor in answers from several of the eight APs interviewed about how
they came to terms with their job realities. Recently, Baker et al. (2018) used a
pedagogical case study design to explain the dangers of a disconnect between principal
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and AP philosophies and practices. Both studies show that, just as principals define AP
task expectations, they also define the types of professional relationships between the
two. In summary, research shows that tasks assigned to an AP by the principal and the
overall dynamic between the two impacts an AP’s level of role uncertainty because
principals’ use of APs as managers in school settings vary from case to case (Baker et al.,
2018; Lochmiller & Karnopp, 2016; Grodzki, 2011; Marshall, 1985; Mitchell et al.,
2017; Oleszewski et al., 2012). Additionally, a principal’s willingness to serve as a
mentor to an AP directly impacts levels of role uncertainty since mentoring can provide
APs with specific advice and strategies (Marshall & Phelps Davidson, 2016). As new-toplace APs enter new assignments, having a foundation of support and a clear
understanding of their job expectations would prove beneficial.
The other component of role uncertainty among APs is a lack of clarity in task
expectations. APs are often caught in what Mitchell et al. (2017) labeled as structural and
psychological vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities include a reluctance to make
decisions “without explicit approval of the principal” (p. 10). The resulting dilemmas
(Baker et al., 2018; Grodzki, 2011; Mitchell, et al., 2017) are in direct response to the
position’s inherent vagueness. All three studies noted the lack of consistent support for
APs in addressing job inconsistencies. However, as with Baker et al. (2018), the studies
included limitations. Grodzki (2011) did not distinguish between new and transitioning
administrators and only included six APs in a pool of 18 participants. Mitchell et al.
(2017) only examined the experiences of administrators with four years or less of
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experience. Nevertheless, all three studies provided insights that could be of value in
questioning new-to-place AP experiences.
Finally, a lack of clarity and support results in a loss of an administrator’s selfefficacy (Versland, 2013). Both Armstrong (2010) and Schermuly et al., (2011)
conducted studies that support this claim. Armstrong (2010) included eight viceprincipals, his term for assistant principals, in a qualitative study and found a decrease in
assistants’ self-efficacy as a result of a lack of training (p. 702). Although conducted in a
large urban area of Canada, the findings were still of use for a rural study because a lack
of training in administrative tasks is a common problem in education regardless of the
setting. Schermuly et al. (2011) took Armstrong’s (2010) findings one step further in a
quantitative analysis of German vice-principals. Results indicated perceived competence
most affected job satisfaction (p. 259). Oleszewski et al. (2012) found similar results to
Schermuly et al. (2011) in their literature review of the past thirty years of national and
international research on the assistant principalship (p. 264). They not only concluded
that a lack of clarity impacted emotions but also impacted job performance (p. 274). As
with Armstrong (2010) and Schermuly et al. (2011), Oleszewski et al. (2012) pointed to a
need for specific training on AP job expectations (p. 281). These findings indicated a
need for specific training for APs concerning job responsibilities. The findings of
Schermuly et al. (2011) showed that APs who possess higher levels of self-efficacy in
turn appear to suffer less role uncertainty and higher levels of confidence in their
abilities.
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In conclusion, levels of role uncertainty among APs are a result of relationships
with principals and tasks uncertainty. APs who enjoy positive relationships with
principals willing to provide both support and mentoring frameworks experience higher
levels of self-efficacy. Relatedly, APs who hold clear understandings of their boundaries
(Oleszewski et al., 2012) within the organization experience similar perceptions. For APs
to feel comfortable in their roles as assistant leaders, principals must provide support
through clear and definite expectations.
The literature collectively emphasized research outside of the United States,
specifically England, China, Canada, and Germany. In fact, seven of the selected studies
used data from international sources. Therefore, it is apparent that, whether known as an
assistant- or vice-principal, the ambiguity such leaders feel is common in both the United
States and abroad. The commonality of the problem led me to believe that the research
was relevant for a study on rural new-to-place APs. Research has shown role uncertainty
to be a result of principal-AP dynamics (Baker et al., 2018; Grodzki, 2011; Karpinski,
2008; Kwan, 2009; Wong 2009) and a lack of clarity among APs on tasks expectations
regardless of the geographical setting. Also, research exists showing assistant leaders can
experience a decrease in self-efficacy and job performance due to ambiguity (Grodzki,
2011; Schermuly et al., 2011). New-to-place, rural APs may walk into arenas (Ball, 1987)
with a lack knowledge of what is expected of them. The need for clarity for both them
and the organization is important.
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Socialization of Assistant Principals
Socialization, or the change in thoughts and actions that occur during the
transition from one role to another, is a necessary yet uncomfortable part of the AP
experience continuum. As teachers transition to roles within school leadership teams,
including the move from the classroom to AP, they are confronted with political and
cultural outlooks that can challenge or reaffirm their own beliefs (Armstrong, 2010). The
resulting disequilibrium leads to a period of displacement (Hohner & Riveros, 2017) as
the AP sheds a teacher mindset for a leader mindset.
Research shows that a move from either the classroom or another school site leads
to a period of socialization for assistant principals. However, although job expectations
may be similar for both new and veteran APs alike, I argue that the socialization process
is mitigated by previous experience in leadership positions. In support of my claim,
Barnett et al. (2012) found that experienced APs were more cognizant of how their wellbeing affected their “desire to be credible with teachers and other administrators” (p.
106). The same study also found that “the nature of the assistant principalship does not
change appreciably the longer administrators serve in this role” (p. 109). Therefore,
veteran APs may be equipped with past experiences that allow them to anticipate the
socialization process (Grodzki, 2011) that is a byproduct of being new to a site. On the
other hand, Grodzki (2011) noted that APs experiencing ambiguity would need to be
comfortable making their own decisions yet found “more anxiety and lower perceptions
of self-efficacy” among both new and transitioning administrators (p. 21). In summary,
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research conclusively stated that both new and veteran administrators are impacted by the
socialization process.
To understand how socialization is framed within literature, discussing the types
of methods used across studies is appropriate. Research on administrative socialization
mostly consisted of qualitative methods (e. g., Armstrong 2010; Mitchell et al., 2017)
with mixed methods studies less common (Petrides et al., 2014). The experience levels of
participants included in studies ranged from four years or less in the work of Mitchell et
al. (2017) to APs with 21 years of experience (Marshall, 1985). While Armstrong (2010)
and Mitchell et al. (2017) relied on interview or focus group data, Grodzki (2011) and
Marshal (1985) included observations. Finally, Oleszewski (2012) chose to review past
research as a literature review in identifying themes.
Additionally, studies described the socialization process as informal (Mitchell et
al., 2017) or a mixture of formal and informal actions (Armstrong, 2010; Grodzki, 2011;
Marshall, 1985). Oleszewski et al. (2012) went so far as to state that “because the
socialization process is random, it is difficult for both the AP and the organization” (p.
271). Mitchell et al. (2017) described APs as working from “a position of weakness” (p.
9). Armstrong (2010) astutely described the socialization process as “a variety of
organizational forces coalesced to ensure compliance with traditional administrative
norms” (p. 709). Socialization is neither accidental nor a coincidence, as both formal and
informal practices are used to mold a new or transitioning AP into an organization’s
liking. For example, Marshall and Mitchell (1991) found the easiest way to confirm a
site’s social norms was to violate one (p. 400). Although Oleszewski et al. (2012) used
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the constructs of emotional well-being and frustration, the results aligned with Grodzki’s
(2011) findings of lower self-efficacy among new administrators who encountered
informal socialization practices such as unscheduled conversations (p. 13). Oleszewski et
al.’s (2012) findings also aligned with research showing a two-year period of decline
before improvement is observed under new leadership (Miller, 2013). The negative
effects of a lack of clarity among APs, then, has the potential to undermine the stability of
school sites by leading to a lack of confidence among APs, who are important members
of school leadership teams. In summation, research described socialization as multidimensional, with the collective norms of a site influencing the outlook, self-efficacy, and
management practices of an AP.
In summary, although a gap in experience exists between new and transitioning
APs, both share the need to identify a new site’s social and cultural norms. Research on
the socialization of APs found that the process occurs both formally and informally.
Additionally, the process is no accident because schools consciously and subconsciously
structure sites to encourage conformity. Findings consistently showed that socialization is
both apparent when violations occur (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991) yet otherwise remain
ambiguous (Marshall, 1985; Mitchell et al., 2017). Past research confirmed that surviving
socialization is an essential skill of any administrator, whether new or experienced.
Including a rural component in the mix complicates the matter even more so. In the
following section, I will review rural leadership literature to show how leadership in rural
schools includes unique characteristics that lead to specific challenges for APs.
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Rural Leadership
Rural communities have been depicted by novelists and media content providers
through various ways in American popular culture, from William Faulkner’s The Sound
and the Fury (1929) to creator Gy Waldron’s hegemonic The Dukes of Hazzard, which
originally aired from 1979-1985 on network television. Defining the term or deciding
which communities are rural is problematic and frustrating. For example, the U. S.
Census Bureau (2016) found the rural population at 19.3 percent using the 2010 census
data. Contrarily, the United States Department of Agriculture (2008), noted as a source in
the census bureau publication, put the number between 17% and 49%. No matter the
actual number, researchers have consistently focused on metropolitan or urban schools as
opposed to rural communities (Lavalley, 2018). This is unfortunate because the needs and
desires of rural students may be different than their urban counterparts. Therefore, it is
necessary for researchers to focus on rural schools and the complex personalities found
within rural communities. The immediate challenge for researchers, however, is in
deciding what constitutes rurality.
Researchers define the construct of rurality through either community
characteristics or size. For example, Budge (2006) characterized rurality as including
attachment to place along with school and community interdependence. McHenry-Sorber
and Schafft (2015) deemed the town used in their study as isolated and economically
depressed. However, the definition of rural has proved so challenging that most
researchers either use already established governmental population codes (Masumoto &
Brown-Welty, 2009; Starr & White, 2008; Pendola & Fuller, 2018; Wieczorek &
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Manard, 2018) or avoid giving a definition (Cruzeiro and Boone, 2009; Versland, 2013).
Biddle et al. (2019) offered a solution to the problem by insisting upon a reframing of the
rural and non-rural dichotomy that often separates research. The authors instead
identified guiding questions for researchers when attempting to situate studies within the
existing body of rural scholarship:
How will this research matter to rural schools and people? Will it support their
struggles? Does it expand, strengthen, or complicate our understanding of how
power manifests across space through, with, or for education? And, conversely:
Does this research essentialize rural people and communities? (p. 11)
The challenge of defining the term echoes the problem researchers encounter in
debunking rural stereotypes as one-dimensional or perpetually “idyllic” (McHenrySorber & Schafft, 2015, p. 733). In fact, research has shown rural areas to be quite
contentious. Starr and White (2008) used a grounded theory approach to argue that the
“macro and meso influences of policy” (p. 10) can be heightened in rural schools. Preston
et al. (2013) found that “rural community members are placed to be apprehensive to
change” (p. 6) yet “policy implementation often requires that principals deal with lessthan-positive internal reactions to these centralized, external pressures” (p. 7).
Additionally, Freie and Eppley (2014) framed rural leadership as an exercise in power.
Studies also described power as a barrier that included day-to-day conflicts, slowing
leaders’ abilities to manage sites or enact policy. For example, Farmer (2009) quite
astutely noted that “smaller groups, such as cheerleader moms, can frequently be quite
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vocal in the local political process despite their relatively small size” (p. 30). APs must
identify key stakeholders and monitor their opinions consistently.
Daily conflicts and the unique challenges of leading a rural school have real world
consequences for districts hoping to stabilize their leadership corps. Pendola and Fuller
(2018) found that “rural districts have a nearly 34% lower odds of having a stable
principal” (p. 9) in their review of data from an eight-year period in Texas. Additionally,
Masumoto and Brown-Welty (2009) noted that, of the ten rural schools included in their
study, five included new principals (p. 4). The challenges of rural schools, such as
smaller levels of support, role multiplicity, and increased leadership turnover, are
common throughout literature. Based upon these finding, I surmise that rural schools are
likely to have higher AP turnover rates than non-rural areas.
Rural leadership study, then, should not only focus on long term political battles
common in all schools but the daily decisions that limit administrators’ time and energy.
The challenge is for researchers to offer recommendations when addressing leadership in
areas anything but monolithic. Rather than identifying general strategies for new or
transitioning administrators, rural research should continue the work of Budge (2006) and
Preston and Barnes (2017), among others, in considering local contexts and unique
environments. A specific factor to be considered in the overall effectiveness and
longevity of a rural leader is the ability to honor and participate in the local community’s
expectations. It is therefore appropriate to review literature on community expectations
within the context of the rural school environment.
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Community Expectations of Rural Schools
Since public education is indeed a public venture, all school sites include
community expectations (Farmer, 2009); yet, research (Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009; Preston
et al., 2013; McHenry-Sorber, 2014; Starr & White, 2008) shows at least three crucial
expectations among rural areas such as: (a) being visible within the community, (b)
adhering to community social norms, and (c)honoring local customs when implementing
outside mandates. A byproduct of these expectations is the community’s framing of
school leaders as being accountable for events both within and outside of leaders’ control
(Hansen, 2018; Pendola & Fuller, 2018). The body of literature overwhelmingly shows
that rural school leaders must skillfully frame larger political mandates and policies
within the context of the local site. In addition, literature exists that strongly suggests
community expectations about the purpose of public education to be dichotomous to
many larger public education goals (Harmon & Schafft, 2009; Preston et al., 2013). The
resulting tension (Harmon & Schafft, 2009) means that administrators cannot emphasize
either outside policy or local desires at the expense of the other. To do so would betray
the leader’s role as both an educational expert and a community representative.
In a general sense, rural school leaders must wear many hats. Cruzeiro and
Boone’s (2009) qualitative study on rural superintendents’ hiring practices in Texas and
Nebraska focused on principals’ abilities to relate with all stakeholders, from the
superintendent to “the clerk at the local grocery store” (p. 7). Preston et al.’s (2013)
document analysis of studies between 2003 and 2013 reached a similar conclusion and
found “principals must be able to nimbly mediate relations within the local community
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and the larger school system” (p. 7). Even Freie and Eppley’s (2014) deeply theoretical
case study framing school consolidation as an exercise of power included a practical
example of how rural schools’ enforcement of safety policies (visitors signing in at the
front office, for example) can offend local norms (pp. 662-663). Rural principals’
abilities to connect the written (policy) with the unwritten (community norms and
expectations) then, may be a deciding factor in determining both the longevity and
effectiveness of a rural school leader. As evidence, Pendola and Fuller’s (2018)
quantitative effort, described by the authors as “diagnostic rather than explanatory” (p.
13) found years spent as a teacher to have a larger effect size than other factors, implying
leaders who had previous experience with local norms were more successful. In addition,
Hansen’s (2018) qualitative study on reasons for rural principalship departure found the
burden of expectations to be present in four of six participant responses.
More specifically, the expectation for rural leaders to be highly visible at school
and community functions was present in several studies reviewed (Budge, 2006; Cruzeiro
& Boone, 2009; Hansen, 2018; Preston et al. 2013; Wieczorek & Manard, 2018). A
recurring theme was the expectation for leaders to be of the community rather than
simply working in the community. Evidence was articulated in various ways. Wieczorek
and Manard (2018) found the expectation for visibility to be never-ending, fragile, and
inescapable. Both Cruzeiro and Boone (2009) and Preston et al. (2013) noted the
importance of rural administrators joining community organizations and attending local
events outside of school functions. Hansen’s (2018) participants framed expectations in
terms of attending sporting events. In all these studies, but especially Wieczorek and
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Manard (2018), the findings showed rural leadership as emotionally tiring due to the lack
of anonymity. Based upon my own experiences and the reoccurrence of the point in
literature, I found leading in a rural school to be more challenging than in larger school
systems in two ways. First, working and living in smaller communities means rural
leaders cannot enjoy the anonymity of their larger school system peers outside of campus.
Secondly, the more intimate rural environment leads to a blurring of lines between school
and community. Rather, the school and the community are often seen as being one in the
same, resulting in an increased reliance on school services.
Additionally, I viewed role multiplicity, or the act of fulfilling several job duties
at one time, as a consequence of community expectations for rural administrators with
limited tools. Masumoto and Brown-Welty (2009) found in their qualitative study of
high-performing California rural schools that principals cultivated formal and informal
community partnerships due to a lack of resources. Through formal partnerships with
established organizations like AVID and Upward Bound* (p. 12) and informal
relationships with local community members, principals served in the traditional role for
which the position is known. Additional research, however, showed rural leaders are
expected to perform tasks ranging from cutting the grass (Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009) to
serving as a district Title 1 coordinator (Wieczorek & Manard, 2018). The need to serve
*Both the Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID) and Upward Bound
programs aim to support high school students from underrepresented backgrounds in
preparation for college.
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in several capacities is a result of high expectations from communities regardless of
resources and a desire among districts to conserve resources. Research did not present
role multiplicity uniformly, however. Literature framed the act as an acknowledged part
of the job among principals (Wieczorek & Manard, 2018), an expectation among
superintendents (Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009), or as a problem to be addressed by
practitioners (Preston et al., 2013; Starr & White, 2008). In any case, research showed
role multiplicity to be a common aspect of rural school leadership.
At its foundation, rural leadership is delicate because of the need for leaders to
honor policy without offending local norms. Therefore, the need for rural school leaders
to be visible is not only an expectation of community members but an important strategy
for leaders who wish to enjoy long tenures. Recent research shows that rural
administrators should embrace their roles as both community leaders and members
(Ashton & Duncan, 2013; Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009; Hohner & Riveros, 2017; Preston &
Barnes, 2017; Preston et al., 2013; Wieczorek & Manard, 2018). The lack of anonymity
means that rural leaders should prepare to be approached no matter the environment or
circumstance. New or new-to-place rural leaders should consider the findings of recent
research (e.g., Wieczorek & Manard, 2018) themselves for the all-inclusive nature of
rural leadership.
A final component of community expectations involves insider/outsider
dynamics, which is highly relevant to a study on new-to-place assistant principals in rural
schools. Research on the insider/outsider phenomenon in rural education is hardly new.
Cubberley (1922) depicted rural education as a problem and blamed “the conservatism
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and low educational ideals of the people in the rural communities themselves” (p. 167).
Cubberley implied only outside agencies, with the skill and knowledge lacking within
rural communities, had the ability to improve rural education. Not surprisingly,
Cubberley is viewed very negatively within rural educational research because of his bias
against rural communities. In a more contemporary work, McFadden and Smith (2004)
presented a more nuanced view of the rural insider/outsider construct. They argued
“outsiderness is a moving target. What was a carpetbagger yesterday might today be
considered sufficiently inside to be welcomed as a seminative [sic]” (p. 185). McFadden
and Smith (2004) called for place-conscious leadership by recommending outside leaders
“go from tourist to resident” (p. 190).
Importantly, whereas Cubberley viewed being an outsider as one-dimensional and
a positive for local educational outcomes, McFadden and Smith (2004) positioned being
an insider as something to be earned. I argue that, in both cases, the depth of the
insider/outsider challenge was not sufficiently articulated due to the prevailing thought of
the times, in the case of Cubberley (1922), and too broad of an effort on the part of
McFadden and Smith (2004). As evidence, McFadden and Smith (2004) attempted to
tackle desegregation, industrial hiring practices, and even Machiavellian theory within a
ten-page window.
On the other hand, McFadden and Smith (2004) correctly discussed leaders’
abilities to know and honor local “sacred cows” (p. 193). Budge (2006) built upon this
realization in a qualitative study of a school’s relationship with the local community and
found rural leaders “needed to understand the ‘mentality’ of a small, rural community”
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(p. 7) Paradoxically, whereas Cubberley (1922) questioned the value of rural education in
relation to the nation, Budge (2006) found many rural educators questioning the value of
the school system to rural students. Budge’s (2006) stance that “schools and their local
communities are inextricably linked, and that the ability of each to thrive is dependent
upon the other” (p. 8) suggests the need for rural education researchers to further
articulate the divide between local stakeholders and those advocating for national and
state educational initiatives.
The above articles and research show educational leaders are more successful
when accentuating the role of local systems rather than simply enforcing mandates.
McHenry-Sorber and Schafft (2015) showed how problematic circumstances could
become when stakeholders betrayed local opinions, with the end result of public
education being viewed as irrelevant or as an adversary (p. 734). The qualitative study
described how long-established locals were repositioned as outsiders, a process called
othering by the authors. The study reinforced Budge’s (2006) point of stressing the rural
school-community link with both parties’ successes dependent on the other. McHenrySorber and Budge (2018) gave a more complex interpretation by arguing the history of
past conflicts and the positions of contemporary, marginalized groups should be
considered rather than simply espousing the insider/outsider construct. In this way, the
authors reinforced McFadden and Smith’s (2004) rejection of one-dimensional
descriptions of rural relationships.
Rural communities and, by proxy rural education, include local customs and
opinions that must be honored if new enactors of policy are to be successful. Even if new
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administrators are successful in adhering to local wishes and norms, research has
described satisfaction levels of schools to be ever evolving and subject to change
(McFadden & Smith, 2004; McHenry-Sorber & Schafft, 2015). If only rural leadership
were as easy as taking informal stock of a community when first entering. Highly skilled
rural leaders must monitor local politics, even micropolitics, and respond in ways that
keep the community or individuals involved adequately satisfied with the actions of the
leader. Since this is the case, the theory of micropolitics will be included in the study’s
theoretical framework.
Theoretical Framework
The theory of micropolitics has been well researched and mined. Although by no
means the originator of the concept, the importance of Ball’s (1987) influence on
subsequent micropolitical work cannot be overestimated, as his definition of schools as
“arenas of struggle” (p. 19) is cited in nearly every work on the subject thereafter. Ball
(2003) later addressed the effects of increased evaluation practices, highlighting what he
termed “fabrications” (p. 224) resulting from teachers’ loss of autonomy through an
insistence on competition. The idea of schools as environments of conflict is a hallmark
of micropolitical literature (Achinstein, 2002; Armstrong et al., 2013; Ball, 1987;
Berkovich, 2011; Caruso, 2013; Starr, 2011). Research also abounds positioning the use
of micropolitics as acts of persuasion while conceding the existence of conflict (Blase,
1993; Blase & Blase, 1997; Flessa, 2009; Lindle, 1999; Piot & Kelchtermans, 2016;
Ryan, 2010). Importantly, a cursory review of the publication dates of articles shows a
renewed focus on conflict coinciding with the rise of interest in equity and social justice
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in education (Armstrong et al., 2013; Grissom et al., 2015; McHenry-Sorber & Schafft,
2015; Ryan & Tuters, 2017).
Lindle and Reese (2014) stated “politics in education remains firmly embedded in
every school’s environment whether professional morés permit admitting its existence or
not” (p. 2). Micropolitics is about the actions that actors take when attempting to achieve
their means. Since schools are rife with politics, it is only natural that competition and
conflict are daily occurrences. Much of the conflict, often disguised through ulterior
motives, occurs between administrators and teachers (Berkovich, 2011; Blase, 1989,
1993: Blase & Blase, 1997; Brosky, 2011; Meyer et al., 2011). Grissom et al. (2015)
found teachers’ levels of experience within a school, as opposed to overall experience,
influenced teachers’ interactions with APs. These findings reinforce the point that school
administration is often an exercise in conflict versus comfortability (Achinstein, 2002).
Veteran teachers with informal tenure, gained through years of service within a single
school community, feel much more emboldened in mobilizing their influence.
Micropolitical theory is important for a study on veteran assistant principals in
unfamiliar rural settings for several reasons. First, the role of the assistant principal is
typically determined by principals at individual sites (Karpinski, 2008; Marshall, 1985;
Militello et al., 2015). The expectations of school leaders have changed sharply over the
last two decades from a management role to that of an instructional expert, manager, and
partnership builder (Pollock et al., 2015). Secondly, outside influencers such as parents
and the media have made it known of their insistence that administrators find solutions
for challenges occurring both inside and outside of the school walls. For example,
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administrators are expected to “fix” inappropriate online discussions students have while
at home or away from school. Resolving such management problems over instructional
goals leave administrators overwhelmed and constantly in need of the one commodity
they cannot change-time (Parson et al., 2016). Finally, assistant principals are often
responsible for ever-increasing assessment calendars while handling discipline problems
that are more complex, unscheduled, and include additional unintended consequences
than in the past (Way, 2011). Such a responsibility is even more pronounced in rural
schools, where administrative teams are usually smaller (Parson et al., 2016). With an
increase in expectations on assistant principals, it is natural that tensions can increase
between assistant principals, teachers, parents, and community members, all of whom
play an important role in school climate and perceptions of school effectiveness. The
arrival of a veteran assistant principal, with experience and certain philosophies in tow, to
a new setting could exacerbate the problem. These frustrations are the catalyst for both
the study in general and the theoretical framework.
If micropolitics involves conflict and hidden motivations, Marshall and Mitchell’s
(1991) concept of assumptive worlds involves acceptable uses of power:
Political actors are socialized within their subcultures to adopt the shared
understandings about what is right and proper in their policy environments. Their
perceptions of the expected behaviors, rituals, and feasible policy options are a
perceptual screen that guides their behavior. This perceptual screen we term the
assumptive worlds. (p. 397)
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Micropolitics is the scholarly term for the common statement heard on school campuses
of “this is how we do things around here.” In academic terms, this “perceptual screen” (p.
397) acts as a protocol for APs in acting on policy decisions from both within and outside
the building. Importantly, Marshall and Mitchell situate the concept solely among the
experiences of APs. In their framework, it is not only a question of who has the
responsibility to enact decisions but who has the right to do so (p. 398). The assumptive
worlds framework involves value conflicts, avoidance of risks, and staying within
acceptable thinking (p. 412). However, Marshall and Mitchell’s framework used data
from the early to mid-1980s. Political wrangling still occurs on a day-to-day basis among
APs and other stakeholders. The arrival of higher levels of accountability for teachers and
educational leaders may bring additional dynamics to micropolitical conflicts in public
schools. Therefore, the assumptive worlds framework not only provides a foundation for
my study but also allows me to test if the framework still holds under modern
accountability measures. Armstrong (2010) conducted a study addressing what she
termed rites of passage, a similar construct to the assumptive worlds framework of
Marshall and Mitchell (1991), which she references in the study.
In conclusion, micropolitical behavior is a daily occurrence among school
personnel, no matter the member’s role. Yet new leaders are in especially difficult
positions. Newly appointed APs tasked with monitoring compliance while implementing
change initiatives need support in navigating official and unofficial rules of a campus and
community. Although scholarship on outsider APs is relatively limited, Marshall and
Mitchell’s (1991) framework is a theoretical foundation from which my own work can
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build. A review of current literature finds APs struggling with unclear job expectations,
varying levels of support from their immediate supervisors, and a need to strengthen
negotiation skills with established stakeholders and the community at large. In addition,
research consistently shows the challenges of leadership to be especially unique in rural
areas. As rural education becomes a more commonly discussed area of educational
leadership as a result of the college and career ready movement, the findings of both past
research and literature building on previous findings will grow in importance.
Conclusion
Achinstein (2002) wrote that “border politics are the micropolitical processes of
negotiating the bounds of membership and beliefs of a given community” (p. 426). In
reviewing the experiences of leaders and rural APs in past empirical studies, I attempted
to further elaborate on Achinstein’s remark. If only it were that simple. The body of
literature alternates between rural leadership as an exercise in conflict, persuasion, or a
mixture of the two. In a larger sense, the goal of this literature review was to present the
findings of research on the assistant principalship, rural school leadership, and
micropolitical theory.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
The importance of a clear, appropriate, and meaningful methodology is of great
importance to a study’s overall validity. As a result, I spent much time reflecting on the
best plan in answering the research question. Given my research topic, I decided that the
use of an exemplary case study design would make the most methodological sense since
“the research goal is the explanation of particular outcomes” (Mahoney & Goertz, 2006,
p. 239). First, the use of the assumptive worlds framework (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991)
allowed for a priori coding of data while interviews and observations allowed for a
posteriori thematic analyses. Secondly, as a recent AP, I was interested in organizing the
experiences of participants through themes. I intended for my research on rural APs to
add “to the multiplicity of voices and visions, and to the plurality of knowing” (Glesne,
2016, p. 26) that is possible from qualitative research. Given that the research on rural
APs is nascent, a qualitative study addressing rural APs contributed to the current and
future understanding of leadership in rural areas.
To the novice researcher, completing a qualitative study can appear to be an easier
task than completing a quantitative study. However, a qualitative study can lead to
“ambiguity that can engender a sometimes overwhelming sense of anxiety” (Glesne,
2016, p. 27). Qualitative studies can also lack the numerical data that quantitative
researchers crave. Along those lines, I realized that pinpointing the emotions and
experiences of assistant principals (AP) while performing my daily job duties called for a
theoretical framework to anchor the study. As a result, I chose the theory of micropolitics
and the assumptive worlds framework (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991) as anchors. The
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theory of micropolitics provided a useful framework for identifying themes and
experiences in comparison with existing research on both APs and micropolitical actions
within public schools.
Delimitations
Another common theme in past literature involves the relationships between APs
and principals. A principal’s openness or support of a new AP has great impact on the
success of the new leader (Grodzki, 2011; Kwan, 2009; Marshall, 1985; Mitchell et al.,
2017; Wong, 2009). Being aware of the importance of the principal-AP relationship, I
included the principal in the interview process. On the other hand, I did not include
students in the study, as I surmised students would still be forming opinions of, and
relationships with, the new administrator. After observing twice, I realized I could have
gained an additional voice by including them, as the AP exhibited authentic and positive
relationships with students.
I included interviews of certified staff, the assistant principal, a school board
member, and observations of the AP. The observations included day-to-day interactions
at the site and during times of greater public interaction. For example, the AP was
observed processing referrals and interacting with parents and students during dismissal
in the car rider line. These types of events gave me observational data on the levels of
comfortability between the AP and other staff members, and between the AP and other
school stakeholders such as parents or prominent community members. I also included
surveys to address the opinions of stakeholders on typical assistant principal duties such
as student discipline.
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Research Methods
I conducted a single exemplary case study of a veteran assistant principal
completing the first year at a previously unfamiliar rural school site. In this section, I will
describe the case study design, site selection, and data collection process. I will then
explain the data analysis steps. Finally, I will discuss the importance of a case study
protocol to ensure trustworthiness of the findings.
Case Study Design
Yin (2009) identified five components of a research design: (a) the research
question, (b) propositions, (c)the unit(s) of study, (d) linking data to propositions, and (e)
the criteria for interpreting findings (p. 27). I have already identified the first component,
the research question. However, it is important to further elaborate on the importance of
the research question. According to Yin (2009), “the case study method is most likely to
be appropriate for “how” and “why” questions, so your initial task is to clarify precisely
the nature of your study questions in this regard” (p. 27). Since I intended to identify the
experiences of an AP at an individual site, a case study design naturally lent itself to the
study. My research topic was both very specified and unique (Yin, 2009) to the position
of the AP and the environment of a rural school site. Because of these narrow contexts, a
single exemplary case design was appropriate.
The second component involves the identification of propositions and “begins to
tell you where to look for relevant evidence” (Yin, 2009, p. 28). The proposition
underlying my research project was that newly assigned rural administrators must
understand the culture of the larger community in which a school resides. Specifically, I
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used the assumptive worlds framework (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991) for the propositions
of this study. Thirdly, Yin (2009) included identifying units of analysis, which are closely
tied to the research question. In the study, the unit of analysis was an assistant principal
attempting to navigate the micropolitics of an established rural school community. The
fourth component includes linking data to propositions. In this design, I utilized
explanation building (Yin, 2009) to identify emergent themes from the site. In other
words, I used the data collection process to interpret the actions of the AP. Finally, in
interpreting my findings, I identified rival explanations during the data collection process
(p. 34). For example, Yin (2009) discussed the tendency to confuse “case studies of
neighborhoods with case studies of small groups” (p. 30), which is an extremely relevant
point given my research topic. Therefore, I considered the influence of district norms on
the administrator’s actions knew I needed to identify emergent themes that resulted from
actions outside of clearly established district expectations.
Site Selection
Coladarci (2007) defined rurality through “community size, density of population,
proximity to urbanized areas, economic dependencies, median household income, modal
educational attainment, and commuting patterns” (p. 2). Most other attempts at defining
the term are equally as general. Relatedly, choosing a site based upon the concept of
rurality can be difficult due to the various parameters agencies use when addressing the
term. The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) uses three specific rural
codes, including Fringe, Distant, and Remote. According to the NCES Rural Education in
America report (2006), the urban-centric data tool “allows the NCES to identify and
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differentiate rural schools and school districts in relatively remote areas from those that
may be located just outside an urban center” (para. 4).
I used the NCES data tool in selecting the site because of the tool’s specificity.
The site was purposefully selected (Maxwell, 2012) based on specific criteria. The site,
identified as Rural-Fringe, included a veteran AP who experienced a reassignment in an
unfamiliar rural school in a southeastern state of the United States. The selected site,
Handshake School (all names are pseudonyms), was a K-8 school that included both
traditional and Montessori models, with over 800 students in a town called Garrison. The
school was situated in a district I will refer to as the Revere School District.
My personal experiences as both an AP, and now principal, lead me to believe
that school districts are not necessarily open to research being conducted within their
schools. As with requests in any walk of life, relationships play a deciding factor in
permission being granted. Just as importantly, “identifying the relevant gatekeepers is not
always straightforward” (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007, p. 49). Therefore, the inclusion
of the Revere School District provided convenience since relationships were already
established. However, convenience cannot be the only factor. The county, which I called
Revere County, included a population of approximately 65,000 people, almost double the
population of its neighboring county to the east (United States Census Bureau, 2017). In
contrast, the neighboring county to the west included over 500,000 people. Given that yet
another neighboring county included just over 70,000 people, Revere County was
representative of towns in the state outside of five major population clusters. Importantly,
the school district shared half of the county with a neighboring district. The district
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routinely reshuffled administrators over the last few years, resulting in veteran APs
finding themselves in new locations.
According to the United States Census Bureau, Revere County had a population
per square mile of approximately 92 people, with under 60% of the population
categorized as being in the civilian labor force (Table 3.1). Manufacturing and health care
constituted most of the economic activity in the county and the median household income
was just over $40,000. Although the percentage of high school graduates was above 80%,
less than 15% held a bachelor’s degree or higher. Finally, the average travel time to work
was over 20 minutes, possibly due to greater employment opportunities in neighboring
counties.
Table 3.1
Revere County and School District Information
County Characteristics

Revere School District*

Population

65,000

Population Density

92

Economic Dependencies

Manufacturing, Healthcare

Median Household Income

$40,000

Bachelor’s Degree or Higher

15%

Commuting Patterns (Time Spent
Traveling to Work)
*All numbers are approximate

20 minutes
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Participant Selection Rationale
Creswell and Poth (2018) argued that “one needs to find one or more individuals
to study-individuals who are accessible, willing to provide information, and distinctive
for their accomplishments and ordinariness” (p. 152). The AP was selected intentionally
based upon meeting the criteria of a veteran AP serving in year one or two of a new
assignment at a rural school site. On a practical level, I already had rapport (Creswell &
Poth, 2018) with the principal of Handshake that allowed me to gain access to the school
as a study site. I sought and obtained permission from the principal to send an email to
certified staff members, asking for participation in the study. Through email
communication, I was able to obtain permission to interview three participants, in
addition to the AP and the principal. I also recruited a board member, Sara Brown, who
was intentionally selected based upon her board seat representing the area
around Handshake School. Each participant brought a unique perspective to the study, as
Caroline Toya served as a classroom teacher, Heather Green an instructional coach, and
Toni Eastern as the school librarian (I created each pseudonym).
The majority of the six participants in the study were white females with deep
ties to either Garrison or Revere County, based upon on their own interview data (Table
3.2). Contrarily, Michael Hall was the sole, Black male in the study with much less
experience in either the town or the county. At the time of the study, Hall was in his
fourth year as an assistant principal and first at Handshake School. In addition, Hall,
spent the previous year as a teacher in Revere School District, albeit at a school
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Table 3.2
Participant Race, Gender, and Ties to the Community
Race

Gender Time in Community

Michael Hall

Black

Male

Pam Tucker

White Female “I have worked as a teacher, instructional coach,
assistant principal, and now principal in Revere
School, District my whole career.”

“I've been in education, been in the classroom, 13
years total and as an administrator now…this is my
fourth year, so yeah. Well, 12... Yeah, 13. So this is
actually year 17 right here.”

“I'm still learning about the community because this
is only my second year here.
Toni Eastern

White Female “I was at [another county] for two years, but then I
was at Revere High School for about twelve.”
“I have always lived in Revere, it's not Garrison.”

Caroline Toya White Female “I came back here and then I taught at [a school
within Revere County] for four years, and then I've
been here at Handshake for four years.”
Heather
Green

“I'm from Garrison, and I went to school here.”
White Female “I grew up in Revere. So, I've been in this
community forever.”
“When I think about Garrison, I think about myself
growing up in Revere. And I never in my wildest
dreams thought I would ever teach in Garrison.”

Sarah Brown

White Female “I moved here to Revere County in 96.”
“I have five grandchildren and they are all but one,
all in the Revere school system.”
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geographically opposite of Handshake. Hall’s lack of deep ties to the community and past
experiences as an assistant principal made him an ideal candidate for my study. In the
words of Caroline Toya, “that's different about him because he kind of came in and he
wasn't here, and we didn't know who he was.” Sarah Brown both lived in Garrison and
had grandchildren attending Handshake School. In general, the participants, excluding
Hall, had longstanding ties to either Revere County or Garrison.
Data Collection Procedures
Data collection began with an initial observation of the site with interviews and
collection of other data following. The data collection process lasted from January
through March of 2020, from correspondence scheduling observations and interviews to
the retrieval of the final data piece, the teachers’ and parents’ surveys. The entirety of
data collection was recorded using a data accounting log (Table 3.3). Before any
observation or interview was conducted, I ensured that each participant received a
consent form through either school district mail or in person (Appendix A). I created a
protocol (Appendix B) for the first AP interview based upon themes identified in
literature. Questions for the second AP interview (Appendix G) were created after
reviewing interview an observation data. In the case of Hall, Tucker, and Eastern, follow
up interviews were conducted after reviewing the initial interview data. I also conducted
the AP’s semi-structured interviews to gain an understanding of the experiences of the
AP, looking for similarities and differences among interview responses. I previously
noted that Blase (1989, 1993) found teachers respond according to principals’ levels of
Table 3.3
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Data Accounting Log
Michael
Hall

Pam
Tucker

Toni
Eastern

Caroline
Toya

Heather
Green

Interview
One

2/19/20

2/19/20

2/21/20

2/26/20

3/5/20

2/10/20

Follow Up
Questions

3/5/20

2/26/20

3/8/20

x

x

x

Interview
Two

3/12/20

x

x

x

x

x

Observation
One

2/10/20

x

x

x

x

x

Observation
Two

3/5/20

x

x

x

x

x

Social
Media Data

3/2/20

x

x

x

x

x

Social
Media Data

3/5/20

x

x

x

x

x

Discipline
Data

3/12/20

Survey
Data

Sarah
Brown

3/20/20

openness. Since micropolitics involves reciprocal relationships, I collected interview data
from the certified staff interviews to help me gain a deeper understanding of not only the
teachers’ views of leaders but also the underlying climates of the site. Both activities
contributed to my study by giving me data to ascertain the levels of socialization
(Grodzki, 2011) the APs have reached within their respective sites.
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I used separate interview protocols (Creswell & Poth, 2018) for the AP, principal,
certified staff, and trustee/school board member. I was aware that my topic included
language that participants most likely would not be familiar with. It was important that I
asked questions addressing my research focus while using language general enough for
participants to respond. As a necessary way of ensuring that the question protocol
accurately reflected the goals of the study, I created additional interview matrices
aligning past research with specific interview questions for the principal
(Appendix C), and certified staff (Appendix D) protocols. The protocol for the
trustee/school board member (Appendix E) simply rephrased questions from the
preceding protocols. Once the interview questions were created, I sought and obtained
feedback from a former cohort member who has since obtained a PhD. For all interviews,
I recorded data using a Sony IC Recorder.
The assistant principal was observed twice during the study, with over one month
in between observations. I observed Michael Hall each time during student arrival,
dismissal, during daily school-related activities such as monitoring lunch, class changes,
and conducting meetings with parents or teachers. Each of these events allowed me to see
the participant interact with community members in different negotiations. I conducted
the observations to gain knowledge of such interactions, whether positive or negative,
between the administrator and other stakeholders of the school community. I used
jottings (Emerson et al., 2011) to record my observations in real time. The interactions
were recorded in my field notes through the use of a notebook, which I then expanded
into more organized notes using the field process of “detailed, descriptive note taking”
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(Maxwell, 2010, p. 110). For each observation, I immediately began typing jottings,
notes, and points of clarification once I returned home. The observations contributed to
my study by giving me data of administrator-stakeholder interactions in a normal school
day setting.
Also, I reviewed teacher (Appendix H) and parent survey results (Appendix I),
retrieved from the South Carolina Department of Education website, from the last three
years in order to gauge the overall opinions of crucial stakeholders on school leadership
quality. For example, the teacher survey included a statement about discipline being fair
and appropriate. Since this is a common responsibility of APs (Barnett et al., 2012), the
surveys provided more insight given that teachers may hesitate to engage in feedback
with APs (Glanz, 1994a). Since the survey data did not include the timeframe in which
Michael Hall worked at the school, I included an unofficial teacher survey as part of the
study. Although providing additional data, the most current teacher survey only included
a total of fifteen teachers, a sizable decrease compared with the three state department
surveys.
Additionally, I collected publicly-available social media data after identifying
social media as an emergent trend from initial interview and observation data. The
purpose of the inclusion was to illustrate interactions between Hall, who served as the
school’s main social media manager, and members of the community. I reviewed the
school’s social media posts on Facebook between January and March in order to remain
consistent with the overall data collection window.
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One major challenge was in ensuring that biases or my own past experiences as an
AP did not impact the data collection process. Therefore, I attempted to record only what
I heard and could measure in my field notes, with as little narration or editorializing as
possible. Regardless, I knew that my comments added within the notes needed to be
vetted and I did so through a color-coding process afterwards, with any narration
highlighted in yellow and memos in green. As an example, I questioned the role of
confidentiality when hearing of a meeting between the AP and staff members. Realizing
that my thought was both a result of my own experiences as an AP and an
editorialization, I excluded the thought in the data analysis. This process was repeated for
other similar instances.
Data Analysis Procedures
I analyzed interview, observation, social media, and survey data for both a priori
(Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 192) and a posteriori themes. This two-part process first
began using Marshall and Mitchell’s (1991) assumptive worlds framework. The authors
used data collected between 1983-1985 among 20 assistant principals to identify “four
domains of site-level assumptive worlds” (p. 400). Those domains were The Right and
Responsibility to Initiate, Acceptable and Unacceptable Values, Patterns of Expected
Behavior, and School Site Conditions Affect Political Relationships. The authors
identified rules within each domain as a result of secondary analysis (p. 400). A primary
goal of my study was to explore whether the domains and rules from over twenty years
ago were observed in a modern rural school. Evidence of the domains and accompanying
rules were identified through an iterative process. Using interview data as an example,
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the first round of coding identified one hundred and forty-eight quotations as potentially
relating to the four domains. After subsequent rounds of coding using the same themes
and including observation and social media data, two hundred and thirty-two quotes and
observation examples were identified as evidence of the existence of the framework
within the chosen site. To ensure quotes and observations were clustered (Miles et al.,
2020) appropriately, analysis of each code was preceded by a definition drawn from an
excerpt from Marshall and Mitchell (1991).
Miles et al. (2020) stated that “there are no fixed canons for constructing a matrix.
Rather, matrix construction is a creative yet systematic task that furthers your
understanding of the substance and meaning of your database” (p. 113). With this thought
in mind, I created a thematic matrix (Figure 3.4) utilizing the 10 rules of the framework
for the a priori codes. Included in the matrix were quotations from semi-structured
interview data, observation data, and quotations from social media posts.
Figure 3.4
Snapshot of Thematic Matrix of A Priori Codes
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To identify a posteriori themes, I used a color-coding process by assigning a
specific color for each participant’s interview data, observation data, and social media
posts (Figure 3.5). The color-coding strategy was used to ensure the voices of all
participants were as equally represented in the data as possible. Data were collected in
vivo (Miles et al., 2020) and resulted in 809 “words or short phrases (p. 65) for analysis.
The data was then iteratively analyzed until I identified specific themes and sub-themes.
Figure 3.5
Snapshot of In Vivo Coding Process

Trustworthiness
To ensure trustworthiness, I used data triangulation for inquiry convergence (Yin, 2009)
by comparing interview, observation, social media, and survey data to ensure key
findings were present in multiple sources. I also used a peer review (Creswell, 2007) by
discussing my findings with a practitioner who is currently enrolled in a doctoral program
in the same field. Finally, I conducted member checks (Creswell, 2007), and respondent
validation (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007) by emailing interview participants’ their
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specific interview data and requesting feedback. Participants who did respond provided
feedback on their own conventions of language rather than questions about the accuracy
of the interview data. For example, three participants expressed displeasure in the number
of times they used certain phrases repeatedly.
Positionality
Research “is ensconced in belief systems that offer different purposes for doing
research and different ways of making meaning” (Glesne, 2016, p. 6). Although the
evolution of philosophical paradigms runs from empiricism to the more recent critical
theory, I am of the belief that “every situation is unique and requires interpretation,
judgment, and possible adaptation to fit its peculiarities” (Bredo, 2006, p. 25). In the
context of my study, the experiences of the AP included similar examples as previous
research, yet I needed to analyze only what I saw, rather than relying on assumptions.
Additionally, “neither research paradigms nor methodologies are as neatly segregated as
they might appear” (Glesne, 2016, p. 26). This quote was a reminder that I needed to be
flexible and responsive while collecting data rather than being beholden to a rigid
method. Modern researchers must also acknowledge the realization that an individual’s
concept of truth is “at least partially dependent on initial beliefs, purposes, activities, or
norms” (Bredo, 2006, p. 11). The existence of knowledge, then, is a result more of an
individual’s lens of past experiences rather than concrete, universal truths. For my study,
I had to carefully guard against my own biases and assumptions and let the data dictate
my findings rather than my presuppositions.
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Understanding my own thoughts and assumptions is an ongoing task as I mature
as a person, leader, and scholar. I am aware that my place on the scholar-practitioner
continuum (Kram et al., 2012) is ever evolving. However, I am also cognizant that my
natural inclination towards research can be summed up with the question: how is this
useful? My level of practitioner experience in schools is much more extensive than my
experience as an academic. Additionally, I realize that both my work and academic
identity are shaped by my career experiences (Kram et al., 2012). At present, my view
and positionality fall much more on the practitioner side than that of the scholar. Crotty
(1998) stated that “epistemology bears mightily on the way we go about our research” (p.
9). Accordingly, I see research through the lens of a pragmatist.
Pragmatism as a theoretical lens has several variants, with the work of early
proponents such as John Dewey being prominent. My view of pragmatism is a result of
my experiences as a practitioner. Accordingly, the “emphasis on consequences”
(Garrison & Neiman, 2003, p. 21) means that pragmatism is an ideal vehicle for
educational practitioners. For a practitioner-scholar, the question of usefulness is just as
important as validity. Hence, pragmatism is a natural viewpoint for educators working in
the field. Additionally, as “meaning is formed and transformed” (Vanderstraeten &
Biesta, 2006 p. 167) through research, it is important for me to understand how new
knowledge can be implemented within the public education setting.
Bredo (2006) wrote that “educational research might have to acknowledge that
the relevant facts and relations change with time as social conditions change” (p. 13).
Such a sentiment sums up my belief about educational research and the role of research
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in general. Daily reports from media outlets attempt to pinpoint ways in which to
improve public education. The sheer volume of such articles leads me to believe that, as a
profession, we are attempting to solve problems without fully understanding the context
from which these problems exist. Or leaders fail to consider alternate interpretations of
events (Vo, 2012). As a pragmatist, I see knowledge for its “usefulness as an organizing
device with which to solve social and organizational problems” (Vo, 2012, p. 83). I see
the accumulation of knowledge as an attempt to add “great practical value in the world”
(Kram et al., 2012, p. 14). For example, my view is that research findings should be used
to present solutions to those in the field, especially in light of educators utilizing the
media to share frustrations with working conditions and perceived school climates.
My positionality also involves the nature of my own motivations. In attempting to
become a PhD candidate, I have thus far emphasized product over process (Stubb et al.,
2012). I have become accustomed to seeing the acquisition of knowledge as something to
complete rather than an experience to go through. Viewing a study as a project rather
than a process can have a profound impact on my behavior as a researcher. As a result, I
must constantly reflect on the a priori assumptions I carry into each new project and
guard against subconsciously favoring a preferred outcome. My pragmatic nature leads
me to search for solutions, which can be challenging when confronting phenomena
without easily identifiable answers.
Finally, conducting research as a scholar in a district in which I hold a leadership
position was challenging. Thankfully, Michael Hall had little direct interaction with me
before the study began. On the other hand, no matter how much I claimed to serve as
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only a researcher, Hall had to be at least partially reluctant initially to share his true
thoughts due to my position. Initially he claimed that little to no conflict occurred at the
site, but as the study progressed, I saw Hall open up more.
In summation, my study addressed the micropolitical behaviors of an experienced
yet new-to-place assistant principal who found himself working and leading in a rural
environment. I presented a qualitative study using data collected from a single site
focusing on an individual assistant principal. Through semi-structured interviews with the
AP, principal, certified staff, and school board members, I presented a data-based picture
of the experiences of Hall as he responded to community expectations. Observations
were conducted to collect evidence of the micropolitical behaviors of Hall in day-to-day
routines. Results from the state-produced teacher and parent surveys provided additional
and relevant information on the effectiveness of Hall in obtaining support from the
community through the review of specific questions that address discipline and the
construct of fairness. All data was coded using Marshall and Mitchell’s (1991)
assumptive worlds framework. I coded iteratively for emerging themes. I provided an
explanation of results and included practical strategies that APs in similar situations can
utilize in surviving new assignments. I intended to add relevant and timely research to the
still nascent fields of the assistant principalship and contemporary rural school
communities.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
The findings from my study centered around the micropolitical activities of an
assistant principal who used his strengths to increase communication with the community
while improving his standing among the community in the process. Data analysis resulted
from consistent examination of the research question, which addressed a veteran AP’s
micropolitical behaviors in an unfamiliar rural environment.
I identified three significant findings culled from data analysis. The first theme
emphasized the expectations of the community, included the sub-themes of (a) isolation
and lack of mobility, (b) mindsets, and (c) barriers to parental involvement. In other
words, I found that the micropolitical actions taken by rural leaders must be either in
adherence to or in support of local practices. The second theme was communication with
both the off-campus and on-campus communities, a skill in which Hall excelled. The
finding illustrates how rural community members expect visible and approachable school
leaders (Budge, 2006; Cruzeiro et al., 2009). The final theme, the effect of conflict on
Hall’s behavior, highlights the common occurrences of micropolitics in the daily actions
of school stakeholders.
Expectations of the Community
The expectations of the community illustrate what it is like to be a rural school
leader in a highly micropolitical environment. For example, Pam Tucker described the
challenge of understanding the local community by stating that “at this school, not many
of them say a whole lot at first. They just kind of sit back and watch, um, and then we
find out through word of mouth or social media.” Community expectations and values
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were discussed by all participants, as community was a part of the study’s interview
protocol. Three community characteristics emerged from the data, those of isolation and
lack of mobility, mindsets, and barriers to parent involvement. It is necessary to review
and understand these characteristics before moving further into Hall’s adherence to
community expectations.
Isolation and Lack of Mobility
The community’s isolation and lack of family mobility increased the school’s
importance. Both Pam Tucker and Toni Eastern described community members as being
isolated from one another, with Eastern stating, “people live kind of separated from each
other” and “most of our students are not going to live, like, within walking distance to
one another.” Isolation was framed as not only occurring within Garrison but also in
relation to Revere County. Both Tucker and Eastern noted that residents were more apt to
either go to the neighboring county or stay within Garrison, rather than Revere. Heather
Green stated, “even going shopping they end up at the Happy Food Store,” the lone
grocery story in the town. Eastern recalled realizing during one field trip that “a lot of
them had never even been into the square (in Revere).” This showed the importance of
the school as a binding mechanism between community members who otherwise
experienced isolation from each other and the rest of the county.
In addition to isolation, a lack of family mobility was evident. This meant that
generations of the same families attended Handshake, increasing the school’s importance
to the community. Tucker noted that “when parents come in, they like to reminisce and
look at the building,” Toya stated that residents “stay around…if you grew up here, a lot
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of them stay here.” Green noted a difference from other surrounding schools in that “you
also have children that aren't…moving in and out as much.” Along with Tucker’s point
that “families have been here all their lives,” Hall’s assertion that Handshake is “the only
school in town,” provided additional reasons for the school’s importance within the
community.
Mindsets
The isolation and generational ties in the community also meant that family
traditions and mindsets sometimes differed from the modern school curriculum and
expectations. Interview data confirmed that staff members viewed most parents within
the community as supportive of schooling, in general, yet thought that some parents and
community members did not see relevance in what their children were learning. Hall
noted, “some of our kids and parents say, you know, ‘What do you need that for? You
can probably work here on the farm.’” Toya provided further evidence by explaining a
recurring mindset as, “school's important but not like a huge push.” Also, Green stated a
challenge was in getting “these children to see beyond just here.” Eastern admitted that “I
don’t know that parents truly have an understanding” of the school’s available programs.
Finally, Toya described parents’ mindsets as, “y’all are supposed to teach them versus,
like, we’re going to help out at home, too.”
Both Hall and Toya brought up parents’ past experiences as students in framing
current parental mindsets. For example, Hall stated, “we deal with some issues that some
of them may have had when they were in school.” Parent survey data (Appendix I)
somewhat supported this opinion. One statement involved “the school’s interest in
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parents’ ideas and opinions.” The percentage of Handshake parents describing the interest
as very good or good did not rise above 59.4% during the last three years. However, the
district’s range using the same question and timeline was 55.6%-59.3%, with
Handshake’s very good and good percentages slightly higher.
Finally, Tucker described Garrison as a community in which parents “keep them
home for the least little thing because they are protective of their children.” During one
observation, a grandmother demanded to have her daughter withdrawn from the school
because of an impending fight. In another, Hall debated with a parent about her insistence
on keeping her special needs student home on school half days. While parents saw the
school as an important community landmark, these examples illustrated that some
Garrison parents hesitated to fully invest in the school’s objectives for various reasons.
Barriers to Parental Involvement
Board member Sarah Brown noted that “it would be great if we had more
community involvement.” However, Toya and Green both explained how work schedules
kept parents from attending school events. “The involvement isn't great, but I do think a
lot of it is because you've got both parents working. Or, you've got, you now, a single
family, or single parent family, but the parent is working 12-hour days,” stated Toya. The
identification of work schedules as a barrier to parental involvement was important
because it framed parents as generally supportive yet uninvolved in daily school events
because of outside circumstances.
On the contrary, parents who completed the state surveys stated they do attend
“student programs or performances,” with a range of 73.3%-97.0% over a three-year
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period. It must be noted, however, that the number of parents completing the surveys was
between 15-77, a small sample size of parents in a school of more than 800 students.
Likewise, it could be argued that the small number of parents completing the surveys also
represented the small number of parents attending school events. Since Hall did not work
at the school during the time the surveys were given, parents could not have interpreted
the survey statements as including virtual attendance on social media, as found on the
school’s social media account. Nonetheless, at least 40% of respondents over the three
years chose work schedules as a reason for a lack of involvement.
The families of Garrison were described by participants as isolated from other
parts of the county, supportive of the school because of generational ties, yet at times
unsure of the usefulness of what their children were learning. In addition, parental work
schedules impeded parents from attending school events during the day. These themes
situated Hall’s strategies and responses in building support among community members
both on and off campus, an intentional micropolitical act.
Hall’s Responses to Community Characteristics
Michael Hall responded to the community characteristics of isolation, mindsets,
and barriers to parental involvement by intentionally increasing his visibility to parents
on campus and through the use of social media. The community’s isolation enhanced the
importance of the school as a major part of the community. As a result, a theme
throughout participants’ framing of the community was the town’s desire for
administration to be approachable and visible. Eastern stated, “they want someone who is
visible and who is approachable and is accessible.” When asked what traits are necessary
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to be a good assistant principal, Toya answered, “I think approachable and I think he has
been.” Green described the expectation as, “I think they just want to get to know who the
person is.” Hall himself noted ways in which parents reacted when they believed these
expectations were not honored:
When you're not visible, that's when “I tried to call the principal, and nobody
returned my phone call. I tried to do this and I'm going to the district office
because no one wants to hear what I have to say.”
Hall’s strategy was to be as visible as possible, both in-person during the school
day and at extracurricular events. Eastern noted that Hall went to “student, like, football
games, and just you know, really trying to get himself out into the community and for
people to know who he is.” Tucker confirmed this by saying, “pretty much everything
that we have, he is there. So, there's lots of opportunities for people to meet him.” Hall’s
visibility aligned with what staff consistently noted as a community expectation.
During both observations, Hall was prominently seen in the car rider line at both
drop-off and dismissal. In fact, intentionally or not, Hall placed himself opposite of the
other staff members on duty during one observation, meaning he was the first person seen
by parents when entering the front of the school. Hall’s attendance was both intentional
and strategic on two fronts. First, Hall saw his participation as a way to show his
commitment to teachers, an integral part of the school community: “I don't have a
designated duty station, but I choose to be out front morning and afternoon because I
think if we're requiring and asking teachers to be out there, the leaders should be out
there.” Such a practice reaffirmed Eastern’s comment that “the expectations from staff
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are just to be there and to be visible.” Secondly, Hall’s visibility during this time allowed
him to build rapport with parents who were not commonly present at school events. For
example, during dismissal, Hall made sure to acknowledge the parent from the earlier
phone conversation concerning half days and stated, “I’ll be honest. Since I am always
out here and been all year, that is probably why she didn’t go off on me.” Hall’s
statement again confirmed his understanding of one of the basic expectations of the offcampus community.
Through social media, Hall was able to address both the community’s isolation
and barriers to parental involvement, including parental attendance. Hall described his
response to parents’ work schedules as, “You got to go to work. I'm going to show the
awards day on Facebook Live so you can see.” Brown even admitted, “I mean, I watch
him too, because I don't get to go up there.” Parents were observed on social media
asking Hall to film their children or admitting that they forgot about an event. One parent
commented on the school’s social media account, “Thanks to big Mr. Hall for being a
great aspect to them and allowing parents who cant[sic] be there to watch these
programs.” Such comments supported the idea that Hall’s use of live broadcast of school
events proved useful for parents and community members.
Michael Hall responded to the community characteristics of isolation and lack of
mobility, parental mindsets, and barriers to parental involvement by consistently being
visible on and off campus. Through traditional means (school events, arrival, dismissal)
and non-traditional ways (social media and attending student football games off campus),
Hall was able to respond to community characteristics that may have otherwise curtailed
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his assimilation into the community as a new-to-place AP. These findings are significant,
as they show how a rural AP can use micropolitics to circumvent community obstacles
while increasing their own standing within the community.
Communication
In rural communities, members expect to have access to school leaders. Michael
Hall used social media and strategic placement to increase opportunities for
communication as a micropolitical act. Throughout the data collection process, the role of
communication was discussed by nearly every participant. The iterative process of data
analyzation revealed Hall’s communication addressed two audiences: (a) the off-campus
community and (b) the on-campus community. I defined the off-campus community as
parents, guardians, and other stakeholders who normally do not participate in day-to-day
activities within the school. Accordingly, I defined the on-campus community as
including teachers, staff members, students, and stakeholders who routinely are a part of
day-to-day operations.
Communication with the Off-Campus Community
An essential skill for an assistant principal is in finding solutions that fit within
the existing community’s norms. For Hall, using the site’s existing social media accounts
as a way to increase communication with parents and the off-campus stakeholders was an
extension of his background in marketing: “That was a way to brand and market the
school. I looked at the number of people that we had interact on there and I told Ms.
Tucker, I said, "Ms. Tucker, you know we have a huge audience." Toya and Green spoke
of how parents who cannot or do not attend events could watch online. Toya stated,
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“that’s not something I had seen previously from other assistant principals.” Tellingly,
school board member Sarah Brown noted Hall’s social media use without prompting:
He does Facebook Live events and that is something I have seen the community
rally around with him. People are all the time making comments on there about,
‘Thank you so much” …So, I really see that as being something positive. I think
he maybe saw the community as a community, working community [and] realized
‘Okay, there are parents here that can’t come.’
Eastern reaffirmed Hall’s use of social media, noting his practice of broadcasting Teacher
Spotlight and Student of the Month winners:
He is very active with, like, the parents and trying to provide opportunities for
parents to, especially with social media, for them to be able to see what's going on
in the school. And he's doing a very good job of, like, recognizing students and
teachers in the school.
Importantly, Principal Tucker noted that she avoided social media but that Hall “has built
great relationships with parents through going, doing live feeds…what’s going on here at
school right then and there.” Hall took full advantage of Tucker’s reluctance to use social
media, posting 120 times to one social media account owned by the school between
January and the end of March of 2020. Hall was able to capitalize on a communication
mechanism in which the principal surrendered control.
No event exemplified Hall’s use of online tools to increase “efficiency without
cost” (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991, p. 401) more than an unexpected weather disruption
during the school day. Hall gave specific information to parents in real time, stating
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“we've got kids in position, books over their head, everything seems to be going fine.”
Besides providing live updates to the community on the status of students and the
building itself, Hall took the opportunity to explain the positives of using social media
during the broadcast:
Social media can be used for so many negative things. I want it to be used for a
positive thing for me to outreach... parents and to give a notice so that you can
know that everything was fine because of, you know, that's one thing, these
babies mean a lot, the world to me.
Over the span of the afternoon, responses to the live updates included 67 parent
comments with 45 either thanking the school or Hall while requesting additional online
updates. Hall showed an understanding of parents’ wishes, as he used the word update or
stated he would repost soon with more information over 20 times. By using a personal
strength to increase the use of a pre-existing mechanism for communication, Hall used a
non-traditional form of school communication while improving the efficiency (Marshall
& Mitchell, 1991) of the school’s access to parents and vice versa.
Hall’s use of social media was not limited to large scale communication, however.
In one instance, Hall found himself addressing a practice that had become a norm over
time among members of the staff:
I had a parent, again through social media, sent me a private message to say, “Mr.
Hall, I've tried to get my kid out of school early for a doctor's appointment. There
was no place to park, all the visitors’ slots were full," And she said, "but they
were full with teachers' cars." And even without consulting my principal, I
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changed what we did because I felt like there was a need that needed to be done
right then that if a parent's concerned and it made sense to me and so I sent out an
email to the entire staff.
By acting without seeking approval, Hall risked violating Marshall and Mitchell’s (1991)
warning to remake policy quietly. The authors defined the concept as APs “facing
dilemmas in which they had to master the political skill of finding solutions that satisfy a
variety of clients and audiences” (p. 404). Tucker discussed the need for APs to
communicate with principals before making a decision by saying “it should be that the
relationship is there to start talking to the principal. I don’t think it would be professional
or successful to try to make the change without the principal.” Brown, the school board
member, agreed, saying “I would say that you would go to the principal and say, you
know, ‘I would like to talk to you about this particular guideline.’” Brown also admitted,
when discussing APs, “I don't know that we really get any idea of what their expectation
is until they do something wrong.” Brown’s comments aligned with Marshall and
Mitchell’s (1991) point about their own data, stating “ironically, the richest data were
from stories of mistakes, violations of the rules, and failures to act and think within the
assumed parameters” (p. 400). Hall’s decision to act on a small matter without involving
Tucker showed an understanding of the minimal risk involved.
Throughout his use of social media, Hall was careful to remind the community of
Tucker’s position as the school’s leader. After the weather event, Hall stated, “Miss
Tucker is the principal, but I, and I work with her very closely and I'm sure she would
feel the same way.” During the crisis, Hall stated that the School Resource Officer “is
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doing a fantastic job along with Miss Tucker and other administration” and that
“[Tucker] definitely has been in control of the situation today and taking care of all the
students.” By reaffirming Tucker’s authority, Hall ensured that his own notoriety did not
come at the expense of the principal. Interview data confirmed cohesion between
administration. Eastern stated that “I feel they have a good working relationship. She,
Mrs. Tucker seems to be dependent on [both APs] for lots of things and they seem to step
in and it seems to flow well.” Tucker noted that Hall can “jump right in and, and support
me when needed or pick up where I can’t be.” Additionally, when describing Hall versus
previous APs under her authority, Tucker stated that “the difference is the one now is
more about being on the same page as me.” Hall’s actions showed an understanding of
Marshall and Mitchell’s (1991) rule of building administrator team trust, in which Hall
honored Tucker’s role as the school leader while showing competency when called upon.
As a final point on Hall’s use of social media, within the scope of publishing
school information, Hall took the opportunity for self-promotion. Several examples
confirmed the AP’s knack for self-promotion. During one observation, Hall posted
pictures of himself and individual students to advertise College and Career Day. During
the weather event, Hall explained to parents that “I stood outside in the rain for a whole
two hours, soaking wet.” During a weekend post, Hall said, “for five days out of the
week, sometimes six as you can see, seven to 10 hours a day, this is my home.” Also,
Hall was not above appealing to parents’ emotions, as he stated in the same post, “listen,
I dub what I call heart work, H-E-A-R-T work. So, we put in hard work but we also have
to put in work with our heart.” Hall then shared “as a matter of fact I actually just started
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a podcast. It should have released on Friday on Valentine's Day.” The podcast was later
published on one of the school’s social media accounts.
As an assistant principal, Hall communicated with off campus community
members in traditional ways, as well. Throughout conversations with parents, Hall
showed skill in easing their concerns through appeals to emotion. While processing one
referral, Hall told one parent he “hated giving something like this”; that is, In-School
Suspension (ISS), after the mother questioned the consequence for her child. In another
example, Hall used humor to bring levity to an attendance meeting after the mother and
grandmother questioned the fairness of the policy. In response to the grandmother’s
question as to when Hall awoke in the mornings, the AP responded, “Do you really
wanna know?” Hall’s response elicited laughter from the grandmother and mother. In
another example, Hall responded to a parent about her sons questioning a policy with “I
am in awe when those boys start talking as deeply as they do”. At times, Hall had to use
clandestine measures in reaching parents. I observed him calling one parent from his
district cell phone, with Hall stating that “it catches parents off guard” when he does so
and that if he calls from the school, “they might not pick up.” Hall showed an ability to
communicate in different ways with community members, depending on the situation.
Hall excelled at communication with the off-campus community by using social
media to respond to local parental attendance barriers and the community’s desire for
swift information. Hall also ensured to publicly respect the role of Tucker as the school
leader while simultaneously promoting himself to the community. Importantly, Hall’s
communication with the off-campus community did not include many examples of
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conflict. Devoid of substantial disagreement, Hall was able to use his abilities as a
communicator without betraying any personal emotional responses. Hall’s skillful use of
communication illustrates how micropolitics can be mutually beneficial in rural schools
when school leaders align their communication practices with those of the community.
Communication with the On-Campus Community
Michael Hall excelled at communication with members of the on-campus
community in moments in which he could use his interpersonal skills without the need to
utilize his formal authority as a school administrator. Additionally, Hall showed an
understanding of the on-campus community’s expectations of him. Participants described
the expectations of an AP from staff members as being flexible, approachable, and being
visible during the school day and at school events. However, participants were hard
pressed to explain how these expectations were communicated. Eastern admitted, “from
teachers, I don't know that it's necessarily being communicated.” Tucker confirmed that
“I don't even know if it's really a communicated expectation.” Hall pointed to his past
position as an AP as helpful, stating “the critical piece has been I've done it before.” Hall
used flattery, acts of support, and an ability to relate to teachers while communicating
with teachers and staff in person and on social media.
A review of social media data showed not only Hall highlighting the Teacher of
the Month, but also mentioning teachers by name in other cases. Both Eastern and Green
identified the broadcasting of Teacher of the Month as a practice exclusive to Hall.
During one post, Hall made sure to call the names of those watching live: “I see [teacher].
[Teacher] is a great kindergarten teacher who loves her kids. Miss [teacher], she does a
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tremendous job here. There's some people that's watching right now.” In another post,
Hall called out staff members who helped with the weather event: “This is Ms. [staff
member]. Ms. [staff member], she did a great job yesterday.” Hall took opportunities to
endorse members of the on-campus community while engaging with the off-campus
community.
Concerning in-person communication, I found Hall to have an ability to gain
teacher endorsement through daily interactions. Eastern described Hall as “supportive of
teachers.” Toya stated, “he takes me seriously and that's something that in the past I
haven't necessarily felt like was treated as seriously.” Eastern also explained that “he tries
to get support from that person, especially if they are a leader.” Brown described Hall by
saying, “he's not trying to be this proper person of leadership. He's just in there a lot.”
Toya described him with, “it just feels like he's one of us…he doesn't have, like, a
presence about him where, “I'm admin and you guys are teachers.’” Hall identified
communication as a strength, when asked. As I will discuss later, this strength was put
into question when conflict arose.
Participants also described the need for an AP to exhibit completion of tasks,
which Marshall and Mitchell (1991) labeled as Cover All Your Bases. In describing Hall,
Tucker mentioned that “he's able to jump in. You know, if 'm not here…I can call and
say, ‘Okay, this needs to be done.’” Eastern noted that “he finds opportunities to support
teachers so that they see that he is on their side.” Toya gave a more robust answer:
He gives you feedback about kids. He handles things in a timely manner. I mean I
haven't had really a ton of discipline things, but he has addressed those if I need
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him. We can text, which I appreciate because that just makes it a little bit more, it
just makes things easier when you feel like you can talk with the person, and not
just be like a formal email that I have to sit and wait, like, and click refresh 10
times until I know that you're going to respond.
Additionally, Toya described Hall’s communication effectiveness as: "I see him handling
things to me in a more timely [manner], like, ‘I'm closing these referrals, here's what the
consequences are, here's what the discipline is.’” Toya’s comments confirmed that Hall’s
manner of processing referrals aligned with her own expectations. Tucker also noted that
Hall “disciplines with high expectations.” By adhering to the discipline expectations and
values of the principal and among teachers, Hall further solidified himself with members
the on-campus community.
Since showing support for teachers and processing referrals based upon a local
community’s expectations are critical in the role on an AP, I analyzed teacher survey data
from the past three years and also administered an unofficial survey during the data
collection phase (Appendix F). On the unofficial survey, 93.3% of teachers mostly agreed
or agreed with the statement, “Teachers at my school are recognized and appreciated for
good work.” The previous year, only 72.9% of teachers mostly agreed or agreed with the
statement. However, it should be noted that the unofficial survey included only 15
respondents compared with the last state-department-issued, or official, survey’s 59
respondents. Furthermore, the range of the official surveys from the past three years was
72.9%-95.8% for the same statement. Although Hall was one of three administrators,
interview data linking the Teacher of the Month and Student of the Month initiative with
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Hall supported the notion that his actions positively impacted the unofficial survey’s
results.
Communication of discipline decisions on the part of APs is a crucial yet
sometimes rushed aspect of student discipline. Therefore, the statement, “The rules for
behavior are enforced at my school,” provides additional data on an AP’s communication
skills. On the unofficial survey conducted during data collection, 86.7% of teachers
mostly agreed or agreed with the statement. The previous year’s official survey included
83.0% of teachers mostly agreeing or agreeing. However, the three most recent survey
results ranged 83.0%-93.6% and included a sample of 47 respondents. A review of
discipline data from the beginning of the school year until March 12th, 2020 showed
Jackson submitted 32 discipline referrals to Hall’s 26 referrals. Additionally, teachers’
responses to the statement, “I am satisfied with the social and physical environment at my
school” was 86.7%, in line with the previous three years’ range of 81.4%-91.5%. Hall
was not the only administrator who processed referrals, as Handshake’s other new AP,
Winnie Jackson, also contributed. Really, the survey results were not solely a reflection
of Hall’s discipline decisions but rather an indication of teachers’ opinions of both APs.
Nonetheless, when coupled with interview data, much of the on-campus community saw
Hall’s communication of discipline decisions as appropriate.
A final component in Hall’s communication with the on-campus community
involved his communication with students. Tucker, Eastern, Green, and Brown all
identified Hall’s relationships with students when describing him. For example, Green
stated, “the first thing you think about is the relationships that he has with these kids. If it
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means dressing up as a turtle, and being in the carline, to open cars, he does it.”
Additional data supported Green’s opinion. During observations, Hall was observed
greeting students as they exited their transportation in the mornings with statements such
as, “Good morning, ladies’ man.” In another example, Hall coached a student who hit
another student in the head. “This is all a way to go home, isn’t it?” asked Hall. “When
we went to court, what did they say?” After the discussion in the hallway, the student
returned to class. At other times, social media comments included community members
writing, “This man right here is just the BOMB for kids at this school.” Or, “I love your
excitement for the students and support for the staff.” Importantly, Hall used his ability to
communicate with students to further enhance his own standing with the off-campus
communication.
Hall’s ability to communicate with teachers, staff, and students was evident in the
data. Furthermore, Hall showed an ability to positively impact the school’s climate.
Relatedly, Tucker identified improvement of the school’s climate within the building as a
goal for the year. Through acts of public support, follow through, and the use of a
communication style devoid of entitlement, Hall framed himself as relatable and
dependable for members of the on-campus community. Hall honored the micropolitical
expectations of the rural community in which he worked by identifying the expectations
of staff and responding accordingly. The finding illustrates the importance of situational
micropolitics in rural communities.
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Effect of Conflict
My third finding explains the fundamental existence of conflict in the daily
operations of rural schools. The finding also emphasizes the emotional intensity rural
leaders may experience in obtaining desired outcomes, as the micropolitical actions of
other can have a profound impact on rural APs. As with communication, examples of
conflict were observed with members of the off-campus and on-campus communities.
Once again, Hall excelled when dealing with the off-campus community. Hall’s main
strategy in minimizing conflict with the off-campus community was listening and the use
of outreach. In contrast, conflict was a notable occurrence involving the on-campus
community. Hall struggled when he felt challenges to his formal authority. Issues of
authority, proximity, and personal emotions surfaced in the data.
Conflict with the Off-Campus Community
Conflict with off-campus stakeholders centered around traditional duties of an
assistant-principal. For example, Eastern identified Hall as “working with the attendance
clerk and they are doing attendance mailings and truancy hearings…and he can go and
talk to parents before they get to the point where you have to have a hearing or meeting.”
In doing so, Hall was addressing issues before having to rely on official policy. During
the first observation, Hall and the attendance clerk were observed meeting with an irate
parent who was summoned to an attendance conference. Hall responded by with humor, a
review of the state policy on attendance, and the opportunity for the parent to explain the
reason for the accumulation of missed school time due to tardiness.
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During the second observation, Hall and Ms. Jackson were confronted before
school began by an extremely angry grandmother. The grandparent stated the child’s life
was being threatened and wanted to unenroll her from the school. The grandmother also
shared that the two families in dispute attended the same church. Rather than attempt to
engage with the grandparent, both Hall and Jackson listened. This confirmed Hall’s
statement that “I let parents do most of the talking and I'm just there to hear.” Once the
grandmother requested a private meeting with her granddaughter, Hall told the attendance
clerk and Jackson, “I don’t know what kind of Hatfield-McCoy church they go to but I
am looking it up.” Hall honored the grandmother’s insistence on being heard while
bringing levity to the room with his humor.
Finally, Hall used outreach with off-campus community members when it
involved social media. “Anytime someone says something negative, and I've had some
negative things on there, I'll say, "Here's my email address, email me.’” A review of
social media data over a three-month period did not show acts of conflict. Hall did,
however, respond ten times to requests for clarification from parents who questioned
posts. Hall appeared comfortable answering questions among the off-campus community.
Importantly, off-campus stakeholders were not observed questioning Hall’s decisions
once they were made, in contrast to the responses of select staff members.
Conflict with the On-Campus Community
Conflict with on-campus community members, most notably with staff members,
introduced an area in which Hall struggled when the lone use of formal authority did not
work. Just as importantly, Hall’s realization of his emotional responses to conflict altered
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his behavior. My study, then, provides an example of how the emotional aspects of
micropolitics can challenge an otherwise successful AP (Beatty, 2014). These findings
are important because the study of micropolitics has been framed consistently as conflict
involving the acquisition of power or influence.
Initially, participants generalized conflict with staff when describing the
expectations of an AP. Eastern described APs as needing “to support teachers, but then
also support students, and sometimes those things don't fall in line with one another.”
Tucker explained that “of course we do everything we can to keep adults happy too,
because when they're happy then their kids are happy. But you have to be able to balance
that and stick with what's best for kids.” During the initial interview, Hall took the stance
of “no conflict with admin. No conflict with anybody else because my outlook on things,
again, don't take things personal.” Tucker’s opinion did not entirely align with that of
Hall, as the principal stated, “I have seen a little bit of conflict, not much, but a little bit
of conflict between teachers and the assistant principal.” Toya stated, “he's not really
afraid to address conflict,” adding, “I've observed him holding teachers accountable.”
Contrarily, Eastern admitted, “I don’t know that I really know how conflict is dealt with.”
When asked about conflicts involving Hall, Green stated, “I'm on this side of the building
so I'm not on his side of the building. But, just, he's talked to me…” The participants’
responses reflected the significance of propinquity, or the impact of educators “physical
proximity in the workplace” (Spillane et al., 2017, p. 150). Besides Tucker, Toya, whose
classroom was directly across from Hall’s office, gave the most in-depth examples of
conflict with the AP. Hall also included Toya’s teammate, whose classroom was also
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across from Hall, in an early morning meeting in which Hall presented a written
reprimand to another teacher. During an observation the same day, Hall declared, “there's
probably the least amount of conflict between those two,” referring to Toya and her
teammate. Additionally, Toya was observed telling Hall the reprimanded teacher “has
had a rough day and needs to go home after school.” The statement indicated that Toya
and her teammate had discussed the meeting. In sum, the effect of propinquity (Spillane
et al., 2017) on Hall’s relationships with Tucker and the teammate was evident.
Concerning Hall’s conflict with staff members, four themes emerged from in vivo
coding of data. First, Hall’s adherence to the school’s formal line of authority created
challenging personal emotional responses when he perceived the hierarchy being
violated:
We got a teacher in the building that other teachers call the Boss Lady. And that
kind of bothered me because I was actually bothered that Pam wasn't bothered
that a teacher said that. [The staff member]'s like, "Well you know I have to check
with the Boss Lady, she runs the-" I mean no. Pam's the leader. That kind of
offended me. She's the leader and I was just really kind of really wish Pam had
put a foot down a little more on that.
Although he stated several times that he didn’t “take things personally,” Hall exhibited
strong emotional responses when he felt formal authority was violated. In one retelling of
a debate with a teacher over a student serving ISS, Hall admitted his emotions got the
better of him:
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So, the teacher says to me at the end of school, "You know he left early today."
And I was like, "Yeah." "So, he's supposed to have two days of ISS." I was like,
"Yeah. He'll do it tomorrow." "But he left early today, you're not going give him
another day?" I was like, "No." I mean parents, that happens all the time. If we
suspend the kid and if a parent can come and get him that day, we count that as
day one. Not the next day is going be the day one and it's- we count that. It
happens. We run, and before I knew it, we run a school, not a prison. And she was
mad. I went and told Pam in a meeting. I was like, "Pam, I lost it. I was
unprofessional."
Tucker shared a similar example in which a teacher responded negatively to Hall’s
response to placing a student in the hallway:
I did have a teacher come…about a meeting that he called with that teacher and
felt like he was unprofessional with how he handled it. And, you know, we just
had a conversation about, you know, what he was trying to say, and, you know, he
was not meaning anything in an unprofessional manner. But again, I go back to
he's just very direct and they have to learn how to take him.
During the first observation, Hall described a teacher’s noncompliance while we walked
past the classroom door (the same whom Hall gave the early morning reprimand during
the second observation). Hall then asked me, “What do you do when they just won’t do?”
After I shrugged my shoulders, Hall stated, “What I struggle with is when they don’t do
what I ask them to do.” Hall displayed an uncertainty in how to proceed with conflict
beyond formal reprimands.
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One meeting with a teacher, held during the second observation, served as a
microcosm of Hall’s emotional reaction to conflict. The meeting’s topic was a review of
the teacher’s assessment data. However, Hall had previously reprimanded the teacher in
writing only a few days before for what Hall saw as insubordinate behavior. Hall
mentioned the incident before the meeting began and was obviously still not completely
past the incident. Hall began the meeting by using humor and attempting to put the
teacher at ease, a common observance of Hall’s communication style throughout data
collection. While the teacher returned to her classroom to retrieve her laptop, Hall’s
statement that contracts were due soon showed he was anxious to meet the looming
deadline, adding to his frustration. Despite the attempt at humor, neither Hall nor the
teacher made much eye contact during the meeting with both using their laptops as
barriers, seated directly across from each other at a large conference table. As the meeting
progressed, the teacher became flustered as Hall asked questions about her data. I noticed
that Hall’s body language grew more formal, with his back straightening, as it became
apparent the teacher did not prepare for the data discussion to Hall’s liking. Hall’s direct
communication style surfaced when he asked, “Is there any particular reason why you
don’t have them on the computer?” As the meeting progressed, Hall’s questions
accelerated. The meeting ended with Hall giving the teacher the outcome of the scores
and she responded flatly with, “yep” while preparing to leave. Once the teacher exited,
Hall turned to me and stated, “It gets to the point with the BS that you have to push it
aside. Her scores were not looking good and she knows it. The [instructional coach] was
with her for two straight months.” Hall’s use of formal body language and evident
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increase in frustration was a result of his inability to reconcile what he saw as the
teacher’s noncompliance with his adherence to formal authority.
A struggle I recognized during the meeting was the teacher’s frustration with the
state mandated student growth template. The teacher at one point stated, “Well, these are
funny questions.” At another point, she stated, “yearly plans is a ridiculous question to
ask at the end of the year” in reply to a prompt on the online template. In response to
Hall’s question about missing data, the teacher replied, “I am not sure, this isn’t my
area.” After reviewing literature on common AP responsibilities and challenges in
implementing outside mandates in rural schools, I included the topic as a part of the
teacher interview protocol before data collection began. In addition, the official teacher
survey addressed the topic, as well. (Appendix H). Interview data produced disparate
responses, from Tucker’s matter-of-fact “it just needs to be communicated and then
follow up with those expectations” to Eastern’s “you should understand that there are
people who are making decisions about what you have to do that sometimes have no idea
of what you are doing.” Of the 15 certified staff members who responded to the unofficial
survey, 100% mostly agreed or agreed with the statement, “I am familiar with local, state,
and national policies and how they affect teaching and learning.” The previous three
years, the no less than 97.5% mostly agreed or agreed. In contrast, only 66.7% of those
who took the unofficial survey mostly agreed or agreed with the related statement,
“Local, state, or national policies assist me in meeting the educational needs of my
students.” Responses from the two previous years showed mostly agreement or
agreement of less than 75%, although the response was much higher three years prior.
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The teacher’s obvious frustration with having to complete the mandated template brought
an additional level of conflict to the conversation with Hall.
Recognizing his emotional responses in times of conflict with staff, Hall admitted
the same day as the tense meeting that he had to “learn how to not show the passion,”
contradicting his claim of not taking conflict personally. In a subsequent interview, he
admitted “I don’t know how to frame my attitude without getting angry.” In response,
Hall used the strategy of avoidance. Green stated she and Hall had discussed “him just
leaving the situation” when a disagreement with a teacher occurred. Hall also recognized
this, stating, “I always try to avoid [teachers with whom he has conflict] because I don't
want to be unprofessional.” The strategy was observed during the first observation, as
Hall walked past a teacher he subsequently reprimanded without acknowledging her.
Hall’s use of avoidance hinted at another theme observed, his fear of reprisal and
self-perception as a minority male in on-campus population of mostly White females:
The biggest issues I have being a Black male in a school, or world- Education is
probably 90% white women and how do I shrink myself where... I don't...
Because I am a dominating presence, physically. But I don't want that to be used
against me because I have to coach you on a situation that you're not doing
correctly as it relates to educating our kids, and then that comes back and say,
“well I feel intimidated.”
As an example of how Hall’s fears affected his behavior, he mentioned his strategy of
whispering when addressing staff. Overall, three strategies were observed in addressing
his fears. First, he included other staff members in some meetings with teachers, as
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observed through the inclusion of his hallmate when formally reprimanding a teacher: “I
never want to do anything without a witness.” Secondly, Hall took care to notify Tucker
of impending conflict. Both Hall and Tucker independently mentioned Hall including her
in email correspondence when scheduling teacher meetings. Hall also mentioned
informing Tucker before reprimanding teachers in writing. Finally, Hall used ingratiation
when he could. During the initial interview, Hall identified an example involving a
teacher who continued an action after Hall addressed the teacher via email. Hall stated, “I
was a little upset about it because I felt like ‘you'd been told why. Why keep doing
this?’” Hall’s first reaction was to formally reprimand the teacher in writing but then
chose another option: “Somewhere in the course of that morning, before I got to school, I
kind of thought about it and I said, you know what? I wanna talk to her.” The AP further
explained, “I think if I had given that write up, I think I would have created a situation
where for the rest of the year she would have been forever hostile with me.” The fear of
sustained hostility caused Hall to refrain from addressing conflict without either a witness
or a strategy that would generate support and legitimacy. Hall’s perception of himself as
a minority male influenced his reactions and attempts at controlling his behavior and
demeanor.
In response to Hall’s perception of himself as a Black male, I constructed a
question for the second interview (Appendix G) on how he dealt with parents, staff, and
students with his self-perception in mind. He responded by saying he would respond
“from easiest to hardest.” Hall categorized the student aspect as “easy” and that “I don't
feel like I have to shrink and that I can just be who I am." Discussing teachers, Hall
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stated, “you can't be too far left on the spectrum because then you'll be taken advantage
of. And you can't be too far right on the spectrum, then… you're a butt.” With parents,
Hall noted the need for them to “see who you are as a person, to see who you, to see, to
see your heart and see that you truly care.” Although a single piece of evidence, his
responses reaffirmed that Hall’s perception of himself in the larger school community
impacted his responses to disagreement.
An additional theme emergent from data analysis was about boundaries of
principal and assistant principal scopes of authority. Hall showed both comfortability and
tension in acknowledging this space. Calling back to Tucker’s statement of Hall’s ability
to jump in when needed, Green noted that Hall hired a teacher during Tucker’s absence,
with Tucker not learning the name of the new hire for “over a month.” Hall verbally
honored Tucker’s authority, stating “at the end of the day, she's going to make the
decisions” and that “I’d rather make a mistake now and have Pam say you probably
shouldn’t have done this.” Hall’s verbalization of his acceptance of Tucker’s authority
confirmed his belief in a hierarchy of authority.
Conversely, I found examples of Hall’s uncertainty about the extent of his
authority. In one example from an observation, Hall halted a reprimand to a teacher for
being late after realizing a written arrival time was not stated in the school’s handbook. “I
need to tell Pam that we don’t have anything in the handbook,” Hall stated, before
admitting this would change how he approached the situation. Before writing his first
formal reprimand, Hall recalled that he reached out to a friend and asked, “Hey, do you
allow your assistant principal to write-up, to write up [teachers]? Of course, creating and
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processing write-ups of students is a common expectation of APs. In addition, Kwan
(2009) noted how some principals assigned staff grievances to assistant administrators.
Hall’s ambiguity was puzzling since Tucker asked him to proceed with the reprimand. I
can only surmise that Hall’s outreach reflected uncertainty not only of his role but in
Tucker’s management style.
At times, Hall exhibited a wish for more authority. A debate over the car line
route persistently appeared both during interview and observation data. Hall admitted that
“I’m still working on Mrs. Tucker about our rain drop off and pickup. That’s probably
one of the most things, that I’ve kind of, I won’t say fighting but we’re trying to nail
down a change.” Mrs. Tucker’s reluctance to change the route stemmed from having just
changed it the year before:
He and I've had that conversation. He's talked to me about changing the car line
that I worked so hard to fix last year and, not to change it completely, but to
change it on rainy days, you know, so that those of us who were having to stand
out there in the weather the whole time don't get so soaked, you know? But…and
we've talked about, well we're still going to have to send the whole school out in
the weather if we make the change that you're asking us to do.
Hall attempted to alter the routine without completely changing it in a trial run, leading to
a conflict:
[Some staff] didn't like it because it did go a little longer and so that was a huge
conflict of Ms. Jackson and I [sic]. We just couldn't understand what the big deal
was about the car line and they had a particular way.
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Hall’s decision to change the routine even slightly hinted at an overstepping of his own
authority. Tucker noted that “I don't think it would be professional or successful to try to
make the change without the principal.” I should note that this statement was not in
response to Hall’s actions but, rather, in response to a question within the interview
protocol.
Just as Hall wished for additional decision-making power in some instances, he
was also aware his formal authority limitations. In response to the second interview’s
question on diversity, Hall mentioned a need for greater teacher diversity within
Handshake and cultural biases he has observed. “Those are conversations that, that
definitely, I, that can be expressed to the principal,” Hall stated. When mentioned
“certain teacher’s do that certain things,” Hall commented, “I don't feel it's my place.”
Hall’s willingness to take risks, whether in the form of commandeering the
school’s social media accounts, changing minor practices such as teachers parking in
visitors’ spots, or attempting to address larger scale efforts such as the car rider line were
a result of his previous, negative experience as an assistant principal. “I'm not going to be
disrespectful in my approach or how I work, but I'm also not going to sit back and not
progress as well,” Hall shared. The debate over the car rider line showed that Hall
experienced success in changing small routines, such as staff members parking visitor
parking spots, yet struggled in altering larger scale projects such as the car line dismissal.
Hall’s ability to minimize disagreements with off-campus community members while
struggling to find consensus with certain members of the on-campus community reveals
the complicated dimensions of conflict in rural schools.
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Summary
My study presented a fundamentally successful assistant principal who engaged in
micropolitics in both successful and unsuccessful ways. Michael Hall’s past experiences
as an AP, both positive and negative, influenced his willingness to take risks and his
ability to quickly assess the expectations of his role. As a result of his innovative use of
social media to promote the school and himself, Hall earned a positive reputation among
key leaders while addressing barriers that existed within a rural community. However,
my study also showed the impact of emotions on school leaders when APs perceive their
own physical characteristics as potential excuses for accusations by subordinates. I
identified three significant themes with my study.
First, the community characteristics of Garrison, vis-a-vis the school, centered
around isolation and a lack of mobility, community members’ mindsets, and barriers to
parental involvement. Many of Garrison’s residents were not within walking distance of
one another. As a result, many Handshake students only saw each other at school. In
addition, familial ties to the community resulted in families attending the school over
generations. The familial ties led to layered perceptions of the school, as community
members were generally supportive of the school. Participants, on the other hand,
described some parents within the community as being unconvinced of the purpose of the
academic content. In addition, participants identified work schedules as a barrier to
further participation in the school, which was confirmed by parent surveys.
Complicating the community’s barriers was its desire among members for
administrators to be visible and approachable. Hall responded to these expectations by
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using social media to promote events within the school. Hall also strategically placed
himself in areas of the school in which he would be seen by parents, with the car rider
line being a prominent example. Hall’s use of social media to broadcast student events
during the school day endeared him to parents and increased his standing with notable
members of the community such as school board member Sarah Brown. The finding
showed the importance of rural APs understanding the expectations of community
members and choosing appropriate micropolitical responses.
The second theme I identified was Hall’s ability to communicate. Two primary
audiences were observed, as Hall addressed off-campus and on-campus community
members. Again, using social media, Hall honored the off-campus community wishes of
being visible while promoting himself in the process. Hall garnered further support from
the off-campus community by using social media for live updates during a crisis. As
communication with the school on social media became the norm, community members
reached out to Hall for more specific requests. Hall also exhibited an ability to
communicate with off-campus members in person through the use of humor and appeals
to emotion.
With regards to the on-campus communication, Hall used social media to show
public support. In person, Hall gained teacher support through honoring requests and
displaying a lack of entitlement. Additionally, Hall ensured to follow through on typical
assistant principal job duties, such as the processing of discipline referrals, gaining the
support of most teachers. Finally, Hall ensured his interactions with students were visible
to on-campus members, gaining a measure of approval from both on and off-campus
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members. Hall’s use of social media to improve communication with both audiences
shows the importance of understanding the characteristics of individual rural
communities. Rather, successful micropolitical actions in one rural community may not
work in another, and therefore new-to-place veteran school leaders must quickly develop
critical understanding of their rural communities. In my study, the AP identified a way in
which to address a school weakness while improving his own standing, a highly
micropolitical act.
The final theme I identified was the role of conflict on Hall’s role. Conflict with
off-campus members involved either discipline or truancy concerns. Hall’s strategies in
responding to these conflicts included honoring parent voices, appealing to parent
emotions, or reaching out to parents on social media. Importantly, the data was void of
parents questioning Hall’s formal authority, an important challenge he faced during
conflict with on-campus members.
When conflict arose involving on-campus members, four themes were evident.
First, Hall’s belief in a hierarchy of formal authority produced strong emotional reactions
on his part. Hall claimed he did not take things personally while admitting to his
emotional reactions. Hall identified the cause of his responses, saying “I really have
offense for people who don't have that same mindset and you kinda, you're putting
stumbling blocks into what we're trying to do.” Hall’s frustrations with what he perceived
as acts of defiance included differing opinions of fairness and the enforcement of outside
mandates. Consequently, Hall chose to avoid interacting with teachers with whom he
feared his emotions would surface.
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Hall also feared reprisal from staff due to conflict. Hall’s self-perception was as a
Black male in a building mostly made up of White females. By his own admission, Hall
questioned how to “shrink” himself during moments of conflict, fearing being labeled “an
angry Black guy.” In response, Hall used the strategies of including witnesses when
issuing formal reprimands, notifying the principal of disputes or future actions, and acts
of ingratiation, when deemed appropriate. Hall’s self-awareness of his place within the
school caused him to use techniques beyond those he exhibited with off-campus
members. Hall’s altering of his behavior shows the impact of conflict in micropolitical
environments. In addition, the frequency of conflicts in my study situates rural schools as
micropolitically active and at times environments of outright defiance.
Michael Hall showed an understanding of Garrison’s expectations and acted
accordingly. In a way, Hall circumvented the community’s practice of publicizing
concerns through social media. Rather, Hall recreated the tool as an avenue for
community members to see their own children and events within the school. Hall also
took the opportunity to publicize himself, gaining important advocates along the way. In
the absence of topics for conflict, Hall’s natural ability to communicate proved successful
with both the off-campus and on-campus communities. In contrast, Hall experienced
emotional disequilibrium when he perceived acts as barriers to progress or in defiance of
formal authority. Hall’s awareness of his emotional responses led him to adopt strategies
exclusive to acts of conflict.
In sum, the dimensions of micropolitics that Michael Hall responded to, including
following through on requests, adhering to behavior expectations, and gaining the trust of
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multiple stakeholders, provide an exemplary case of an AP assessing the expectations of
a rural community. Hall showed how micropolitics can be used to benefit a school while
improving one’s own standing. In terms of rurality, Hall showed that an outsider can
achieve insider status by aligning themselves with popular initiatives. Finally, Hall’s
success and challenges highlight the fallacy in framing micropolitics as one-dimensional,
as tactics used with one audience may not work with another.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter Five includes a discussion of the findings of my exemplary single case
study. The study explored the experiences of an exemplary, veteran assistant principal in
a new, rural school environment through the construct of micropolitics. The findings
illustrate the various micropolitical strategies used by a veteran AP in responding to
actions or in attempting to obtain certain outcomes. In addition, the findings point to the
impact of local community characteristics on an AP’s strategies and behaviors. Within
this chapter, I discuss the implications for future and current practitioners, specifically
assistant principals with previous experience in the role. Additionally, I detail the
implications for future research, based on the study’s findings.
My research question was:
How do new-to-place, veteran assistant principals participate in micropolitical
behaviors in rural school settings?
I defined new-to-place as APs with three years or less of administrative
experience. I used the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) rural codes to
identify a rural site. Previous studies examined the transitions of novice APs from
classrooms to administrative offices (e. g., Craft et al., 2016; Hohner & Riveros, 2017).
Studies also addressed the challenges APs encountered in understanding their job
expectations and levels of authority (e. g., Karpinski, 2008; Mitchell et al., 2017). With
regards to rural leadership, research has noted the unique aspects faced by principals (e.
g., Preston et al., 2013; Starr & White, 2008; Wieczorek & Manard, 2018). However, few
studies situated veteran APs within the constructs of rurality. My study provided one of
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the first detailed analysis of a veteran assistant principal in an unfamiliar rural
environment.
Summary of the Study
In this study, I used a qualitative case study design to explore the experiences,
challenges, and responses of a veteran assistant principal in navigating the expectations
of an unfamiliar school site community. I triangulated data through semi-structured
interviews, observations, surveys, social media posts, and discipline data. I answered the
research question by identifying a priori themes using a predetermined framework and a
posteriori themes from in vivo coding. I situated the results around the AP’s
understanding of and reaction to community characteristics, ways in which the AP
communicated with stakeholders, and the impact of conflict upon the AP’s role.
Summary of Findings and Conclusions
In this study, I purposely collected data from participants through observations
and reviewed additional documents on community expectations, mindsets, principal-AP
dynamics, site norms, and informal authority, based on several factors. First, the
assumptive worlds framework of Marshall and Mitchell (1991), a part of my theoretical
framework, included examples and non-examples of APs either honoring or violating
local site norms. Secondly, prior to conducting the research project, I encountered
research showing specific ways in which rural school leadership is community and sitespecific (Ashton & Duncan, 2013; Budge, 2006; Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009; Freie &
Eppley, 2014; Hohner & Riveros, 2017; Preston & Barnes, 2017; Preston et al., 2013;
Starr & White, 2008; Wieczorek & Manard, 2018). Additionally, I included the
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backgrounds of participants in the study because of many participants’ local ties to either
the school, community, or district.
With relation to my theoretical framework, one goal of my research project was to
ascertain if the suggestions of Marshall and Mitchell (1991) applied in the modern public
education environment. It was crucial, then, that I code data using the four overarching
domains, consisting of ten rules, iteratively. The coding process allowed me to tentatively
identify themes beyond the framework while gauging the framework’s usefulness within
modern school sites. The results (Table 5.1) showed that Michael Hall exhibited both
examples and violations of the four domains and ten rules within the framework. These
findings were significant because confirming the relevancy of the framework in a
contemporary study affirmed research showing the complexity of the assistant
principalship to remain steady over time (Barnett et al., 2012; Grodzki, 2011). The
framework proved relevant for contemporary schools although additional work focused
solely on conflict identification and resolutions may be needed.
Violations of rules within two of the domains were observed. First, under the
domain of The Right and Responsibility to Initiate, Hall was not successful in gathering
support for a new car rider routine. His strategy of enacting a small change in the routine
led to conflict with certain staff members, resulting in Hall discontinuing any further
attempts at altering the plan. Relatedly, Hall’s attempt to change the routine exposed the
limitations of his authority. Secondly, two violations under the Patterns of Expected
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Table 5.1
The Assumptive Worlds Framework in Current Study
Domain

Rule

Examples

The Right and
Responsibility to
Initiate

Limit Risk Taking

AP increased communication with
community through the use of
social media
AP maneuvered attendance routine

Acceptable and
Unacceptable
Values

Patterns of Expected
Behavior

School Site
Conditions Affect
Political
Relationship

Remake Policy
Quietly
Avoid Moral
Dilemmas
Don’t Display
Divergent Values

Violations

AP failed in gathering support for
change of dismissal routine

AP kept differences of opinion with
principal to self
AP used visibility to honor
community wishes

Commitment is
Required
Don’t Get Labeled a
Troublemaker
Keep Disputes
Private
Cover All Your
Bases
Build Administrator
Team Trust

AP exhibited follow through to
stakeholders
AP used strategies to protect
himself from retaliation
AP used ingratiation to solve
conflict without further action
AP followed through on assigned
duties
AP and Principal demonstrated acts
of public support

Align Your Turf

AP increased standing with formal
and informal leaders through social
media
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AP struggled in addressing conflict
beyond the use of formal authority
AP involved other staff or principal
in moments of conflict

Sources of Data

Interviews
Observations
Social Media
Interviews
Observations
Interviews
Observations
Interviews
Observations
Social Media
Interviews
Observations
Interviews
Observations
Interviews
Social Media
Interviews
Observations
Interviews
Observations
Social Media
Interviews
Social Media

Behavior domain were evident. Hall struggled in addressing conflict beyond the use of
formal authority, resulting in either staff members or himself notifying the principal.
Although the principal, Tucker, supported Hall in these conflicts, the disputes violated
the rule entitled Don’t Get Labeled a Troublemaker. Relatedly, Hall was cognizant of his
own fears of staff members retaliating after conflict. To protect himself from accusations,
Hall included staff members, including peers of those being reprimanded, in meetings of
reprimand. Such a practice violated the rule to Keep Disputes Private.
A review of research showed the three violations were not uncommon events.
Hall’s calculated yet conservative attempt at changing a small portion of the car rider
routine reinforced findings showing unclear boundary expectations among APs
(Karpinski, 2008; Mitchell et al., 2017; Oleszewski et al., 2012). Additionally, Tucker’s
reluctance to altering, even slightly, a routine “that I worked so hard to fix last year”
showed the principal’s understanding of the potential for controversy within the
community if the routine was changed too abruptly. Research has consistently reinforced
the point of considering local wishes and traditions before endorsing change within a
rural school (Freie & Eppley, 2014; Preston, 2013; Preston & Barnes, 2017). Tucker also
astutely realized that condoning a sudden change might impact her own perception within
the community (Beatty, 2014). Once Hall realized changing the routine would lead to
conflict, he abandoned the attempt. Hall’s reluctance reinforced the assumptive worlds
framework as being designed to preserve a site’s existing norms.
The remaining violations both centered around conflict. This was significant
because Beatty (2014) argued that the assumptive worlds framework (Marshall &
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Mitchell, 1991) emphasized harmony at the expense of conflict. Beatty (2014) further
identified this as a mistake since “conflict can create creative energy” (p. 20). Therefore,
although the framework does apply to today’s APs, my study shows the framework does
not entirely address the experiences of APs. The framework’s minimization of conflict,
research showing APs unsure of their ability to address conflict (Armstrong, 2010; Baker
et al., 2018; Petrides et al., 2014), and Hall’s emotional responses to staff disputes
affirmed the need for more specific research on conflict within the assistant principalship.
Once I completed coding using the existing framework, I identified general
themes through several rounds of iterative in vivo coding. The themes of community
expectations, communication, and the impact of conflict on the AP’s role emerged. I
answered the research question while reviewing and discussing the emergent themes.
Expectations of the Community
Hall responded to the expectations of a rural community by using social media
and remaining visible as intentional micropolitical acts. Within the theme, I identified the
community’s characteristics of isolation and a lack of mobility, mindsets, barriers to
parental involvement, and a desire for visibility as important constructs. It was important
to discuss these characteristics since these factors played a part in how Hall addressed the
resultant expectations. Participants in my study consistently noted the isolation of
families from one another and the larger county. Isolation has been addressed in past
research from the perspective of school leaders (Ashton & Duncan, 2013; Lavalley,
2018) with little research addressing isolation of the community itself (Budge, 2006).
Participants also consistently discussed the mindsets of community members, or at least a
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subset of them. For example, participants described the practice of parents questioning
the relevancy of what their children were learning, bringing to mind previous studies
(Budge, 2006; McHenry-Sorber and Schafft, 2015). Beyond a debate of the relevancy of
curriculum, data was found showing some parents’ practice of keeping students home for
various reasons. Conversely, I found little research addressing physical barriers to
parental involvement in rural schools, yet a lack of parental involvement was discussed
by several participants. After I reviewed responses to the state-department-sponsored
parent survey (Appendix I), I found that, at least from the perspective of some parents, a
lack of involvement at the school was more a reflection of their personal work schedules
than a lack of desire to participate. My study confirms the need for APs to consider
community mindsets and limitations before and during their time in the assistant
principalship.
In response to characteristics of the community, Hall used specific strategies in
counteracting what some of the participants’ framed as obstacles, including the use of
social media, addressing attendance, and being visible to parents (Table 5.2).
Significantly, my study reveals the potential for social media to lessen the effects of rural
isolation. Although rural community use of social media lagged suburban and urban areas
as of 2019, use was still at almost two-thirds among rural populations (Pew Research
Center, 2019, “Who Uses Social Media” section). Hall showed an understanding of how
to use social media in a mutually beneficial way for himself and the school.
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Table 5.2
AP’s Responses to Community Characteristics
Community
Characteristics
Isolation/Lack of
Mobility

Strategies

Example(s)

Social Media

General Use

Mindsets

Addressing Attendance

Parent Outreach

Barriers to Parental
Involvement

Social Media

Posting Student
Assemblies

Desire for Visibility

Being Visible to Parents
Social Media

Presence in Car Rider Line
Introducing Himself Via
Social Media

Sources of Data
Social Media
Interviews
Observations
Interviews
Observations
Social Media
Posts
Interviews
Observations
Social Media
Posts

Social media as a communication platform in public schools is an emerging
practice providing a growing area of research. Current research has thus far examined the
trend from the perspective of multiliteracy with English Language Learners (MoritaMullaney et al., 2019), school safety (Prine & Ballard, 2019), and other, less popular,
forms of social media (Kimmons et al., 2018). Swindle et al. (2018) found Facebook to
increase communication with parents of preschool students. However, few studies have
addressed the specific effect of popular social media platforms on increasing
communication in rural school areas in the United States. My study adds to the nascent
body of research on rural school social media use by illustrating an AP’s successful use
of social media in two ways. First, Hall’s use of the platform provided a mechanism in
which the community could more conveniently communicate not only with the school but
with each other, reducing isolation in the process. Secondly, by using social media to
broadcast school events in which students participated, Hall allowed parents who could
not attend due to work schedules the opportunity to participate.
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Communication
The second major finding was Hall’s communication with both the off-campus
and on-campus communities (Table 5.3). Hall engaged in micropolitics by using
communication to improve parental access to the school and honoring staff expectations
while promoting himself. In terms of significance, the finding shows that micropolitics
can be mutually beneficial when APs identify opportunities to improve their assigned site
while increasing their own standing, Hall used social media predominately to
communicate with the off-campus community, honoring the visibility requested by the
community. Participants’ identification of the community’s wish for visibility among
school leaders aligned with recent research (Cruzeiro et al., 2016; Wieczorek et al.,
2018). Through social media, Hall promoted teacher and student incentives, updated
parents during inclement weather, fostered his own projects, and publicly endorsed the
principal’s authority. By endorsing the principal publicly, Hall followed Marshall and
Mitchell’s (1991) suggestion to build administrator team trust. These public acts of
support also showed an understanding of the importance of APs aligning their own
actions with the interests of the principal, a common finding in past literature (Mitchell et
al., 2017; Wong, 2009). Hall also appealed to community members’ emotions on social
media and in person.
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Table 5.3
AP’s Use of Communication as a Micropolitical Strategy
Strategy
Broadcasting
Assemblies*
Communication
with Off-Campus
Community

Responding to
Parent Requests*
Inclement Weather
Updates*
Endorsement of
Principal*
Self-Promotion*
Appeal to
Emotions*

Communication
with On-Campus
Community

Public Endorsement
of Staff*
Approachability
Follow
Through/Discipline

Examples
“As always thanks to big mr michael
hall[sic] for…allowing parents who
cant[sic] be there to watch these programs
to film it.”
“Email me at [email address] so I can find
out and you your answer”
“This is so great to post this for families! I
hope other schools do the same!”
“Miss Tucker is the principal, but I, and I
work with her very closely and I'm sure she
would feel the same way.”
“As a matter of fact I actually just started a
podcast. It should have released on Friday
on Valentine's Day.”
“These babies mean a lot- the world to me.
They mean even more to you.”
“Miss [teacher], she does a tremendous job
here. There's some people that's, that's
watching right now.”
“It just feels like he's one of us.”
“[APs] can be more fun than a principal.”
“He builds a relationship, but…disciplines
with high expectations.”
“He handles things in a timely manner.”

Sources of
Data
Interviews
Social Media

Interviews
Social Media
Interviews
Social Media
Interviews
Social Media
Social Media

Interviews
Observations
Social Media
Interviews
Social Media
Interviews
Observations
Interviews
Observations

*Example from social media

Hall’s communication with on-campus community members was much more
specific, although he did use social media to publicly endorse staff members or promote
teacher spotlight winners. Importantly, I framed communication as a separate theme
outside of conflict after data analyzation showed Hall to be a great communicator who
also needed support in how to deal with conflict. In order to endear himself to staff
members, Hall used the communication strategies of being approachable and following
through on discipline referrals, a traditional assistant principal job duty discussed
consistently in past research (Barnett et al., 2012; Glanz, 1994; Militello et al., 2015).
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Some participants noted Hall’s attempts to gain support from teachers and those seen as
leaders. By doing so, Hall showed an understanding of Craft et al.’s (2016) explanation
of exemplary APs as trust builders. The results of my study highlight the need for school
administrators to be mindful of different audiences when communicating. In terms of
rural school sites, my study shows the potential for social media to circumvent existing
barriers to parental communication.
Conflict
The final theme noted through a posteriori coding was the impact of conflict on
Hall’s role as an AP. Hall used micropolitical actions in attempts to avoid participation in
direct conflict. The finding illustrates that the use of micropolitics by APs without an
ability to skillfully address conflict can hamper full integration into new sites. As a
construct within school leadership, conflict has been widely addressed (Craft et al., 2016;
Glanz, 1994; Ball, 1987; Beatty, 2014; Henkin et al., 2010; Hoyle, 1999; Lindle, 2004).
As with the theme of communication, conflict was categorized in terms of the off-campus
and on-campus communities. Hall’s past experiences as an AP was evident in addressing
conflict with the off-campus community. “The critical piece has been that I’ve done it
before,” stated Hall, agreeing with Barnett et al.’s (2012) assertion that “the nature of the
assistant principalship does not change appreciably the longer administrators serve in this
role.” Hall showed an understanding of how to avoid widening disagreements by
appealing to parents’ emotions or allowing them an opportunity to voice their concerns.
Through both strategies, Hall was able to minimize instances of conflict while also acting
on the behalf of the school. With fostering positive relationships with parents a common
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expectancy of APs (Barnett et al., 2012; Glanz, 1994; Hausman et al., 2002) possibly
even more so in rural school leadership (Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009; Hohner & Riveros,
2017; Preston & Barnes, 2017; Preston et al., 2013), Hall’s ability as a communicator was
evident.
Critically, no examples were seen or discussed of parents challenging Hall’s
formal authority once decisions were made. I questioned the absence of such, as my own
experiences and existing research (Freie & Eppley, 2014; Lindle, 2004; Preston et al.,
2013) showed parents questioning school decisions to be a common occurrence. Either
Hall displayed considerable talent in addressing parental concerns or the community
uniquely honored decisions made by school leaders. An additional possibility was that
pushback to leadership decisions did occur and simply was not observed during the data
collection period.
A review of district and school parent survey data (Appendix J) detailed why
Handshake’s parents may have been less apt to challenge school decisions. District and
site results concerning parental opinions of the learning environment were similar,
although Handshake scored over four points higher on the most recent survey. However,
Handshake’s parents were more satisfied with home-school relations than those of the
district, with a difference of at least nine points over the last two years (Figure 5.4). In
addition, Tucker described the community as more apt to air grievances outside of
school, on social media for example. Taking survey, interview, and observation data into
consideration, I concluded that Handshake’s parents were historically more satisfied with
the relationship between the school and the community compared to other sites in the
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district. As a result, I surmised that acts of parental pushback occurred less than at other
sites. Admittedly, I also believe conflict with parents occurred more often than what I
observed during the two days.
Figure 5.4
Handshake and District Parental Opinions of Home-School Relations
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Conflict with the on-campus community with teachers was more prominent and
observable. I generated three sub-themes through a posteriori analysis using in vivo
coding. First, Hall found it difficult to rectify his observance of formal authority with the
opinions of those who did not. Hall reluctantly recognized his emotions, as he initially
stated several times that he did not take things personally. Although I defined him as a
veteran AP in my study, Hall’s vulnerability (Mitchel et al., 2017) surfaced as he
discussed a teacher reporting him to Tucker, a common experience of novice APs
(Armstrong, 2010). As the study progressed, Hall more openly admitted his frustrations
with noncompliance, his emotional reactions, and the steps he took in the process.
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The second sub-theme involved Hall’s fear of accusations or reprisal. Coupled
with his own awareness of his emotional responses to conflict, these fears led Hall to
include staff members in some meetings of formal reprimand. By doing so, Hall strayed
from Marshall and Mitchell’s (1991) rule of keeping disputes private. Additionally,
including staff members exposed the occurrence of propinquity (Spillane et al., 2017) at
the site, as Hall’s physical proximity to select teachers near his office appeared to impact
the type of information they were afforded. Effectively, the fear of accusations altered
Hall’s behavior, resulting in the AP questioning himself while slowing down the rate at
which he normally responded. For example, three of the participants interviewed noted
Hall’s quick response or follow through on typical AP duties such as discipline. In
contrast, Hall appeared unsure of himself when certain moments of conflict arose,
recalling Hoyle’s (1999) point that “it is far from easy to distinguish between
micropolitics and management” (p. 216). Hall even admitted to me that “what I struggle
with is when they don’t do what I ask them to do.” My research includes unique findings
demonstrating the substantial impact of emotions on otherwise successful veteran APs.
The presence of conflict also caused Hall to use different strategies dependent
upon both the severity of the conflict and Hall’s comfortability in addressing it (Table
5.5). Significantly, Hall’s responses to conflict recalled the findings of previous research,
illustrating the point that conflict is multi-dimensional. Importantly, Petrides et al. (2014)
noted that “assistant principals appear to struggle with ongoing, constructive
conversations with teachers, supervisors, and colleagues” (p. 183). Since Kwan (2009)
found that staff management was “the most frequently assumed responsibility” (p. 202)
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among APs, my findings contribute additional evidence for the need for APs to better
understand conflict, their own emotions, and the motivations of others.
Table 5.5
Conflict as Framed by Literature
Conflict Topic

AP’s Reaction

Teacher/Parent Dispute*

Written Reprimand

Assessment Meeting*

Attempt at Suppressing
Emotions

Dispute Over ISS

Heightened Emotions

Monitoring of Students

Use of Direct Communication

Teacher Ignoring Request**

Avoidance

Teacher Reaction to Students**

Written Reprimand

Student’s Lack of Materials

Refusal to Remove Student

Teacher Ignoring Request

Explanation Without Written
Reprimand

Research Topic Within the
Conflict
Role Vulnerability (Mitchell et
al., 2017)
Emotional Labor (Hochschild,
1983)
Presentism (Hargreaves &
Shirley, 2009)
Professional Perspectives
(Beatty, 2014)
Territoriality (Henkin et al.,
2010)
Rites of Passage (Armstrong,
2010)
Territoriality (Henkin et al.,
2010)
Rites of Passage (Armstrong,
2010)
Intrapersonal Power (Beatty,
2014)
Role Vulnerability (Mitchell et
al., 2017)
Territoriality (Henkin et al.,
2010)
Interpersonal Power (Beatty,
2014)

*=Same Teacher **=Same Teacher

Finally, I identified the boundaries of principal and assistant principal scopes of
authority as a sub-theme. Hall’s actions showed instances in which he clearly understood
his own scope of authority and others in which he was not as sure. After reviewing
research on the assistant principalship, I realized that, although the nature of the position
may not change, APs experienced variance in job expectations dependent upon who
occupied the principal’s office (Mitchell et al., 2017; Oleszewski et al., 2012). Of course,
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handling student discipline was a common expectation (Militello et al., 2015) and Hall
exuded confidence in this area.
However, when he recognized his behavior as outside of what may be tolerated
(Cruzeiro & Boone, 2009), he was quick to alert Tucker of his actions. He also
consistently honored Tucker’s position as the main leader in public pronouncements and
in conversations. In other instances, Hall widened his authority through exposure on
social media after receiving permission from Tucker to proceed. Yet Hall also showed a
wish for greater decision-making authority, exemplified discussion over the morning and
afternoon drop-off routine during poor weather. Past research confirmed the practice of
assistant principals enacting change without permission (Mitchell et al., 2017; Petrides,
2014). Hall’s attempt at incrementally changing the routine proved ineffective, leading to
his retreat from the project for the time being.
Hall’s recognition of issues of diversity, social justice, and biases among some
staff members emerged during data collection. Hall maneuvered through his own
observance of equity issues within the school. At one point, Hall discussed telling a group
of teachers, “If you guys were spoken to in a manner of how some people have spoken to
students in here, and if I did that to you, you'd be down to the district office every day
with a complaint.” Hall’s surface approach (Armstrong et al., 2013) did not address
equity issues but highlighted the ways in which teachers interacted with students. Beyond
statements such as these, Hall refrained from directly confronting equity or diversity,
seeing such a politically divisive and complicated issue as under the principal’s scope of
authority. Hall showed his understanding of his place in the power hierarchy (Ryan &
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Tuters, 2017) and the need to work within existing boundaries (Ryan, 2010) by refraining
from acting.
Alternate Hypotheses
Hall’s successful use of social media for the improvement of school
communication while simultaneously strengthening his own standing within the
community and district was notable. Moreover, my study showed an AP unsure of how to
address certain staff members while also realizing the impact of disagreement on his own
emotions. Given that staff management was cited in past research as an expectation of
APs (Barnett et al., 2012; Kwan, 2009; Kwan & Walker, 2012; Militello et al, 2015), my
study surfaced the conundrum faced by APs in managing from a leadership position
while not being the leader themselves. Hall identified his gender and race as potential
factors in conflict with staff members. A peer review of my findings and Hall’s assertions
challenged such a notion. The peer reviewer’s response was that staff resistance could be
more the result of staff members not respecting Hall’s instructional knowledge. The
reviewer also noted the crucial need for APs to hold positive relationships with teachers if
success were to occur.
Although I did not obtain data on the staff’s perceptions of Hall’s instructional
expertise, no participants mentioned instructional knowledge when asked to identify the
necessary traits of a good assistant principal. Additionally, Hall served as a classroom
teacher before entering administration, with leaders within the district publicly praising
Hall’s assessment scores. I am not aware of the extent to which Handshake teachers
would have been made aware of Hall’s perceived success in the classroom. However, a
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review of the conflict examples either observed or discussed by participants (Figure 5.5)
showed only one dispute involving instruction among the eight disputes, with the lone
example being influenced by a previous conflict over professionalism.
Limitations
I identified several limitations within the study. First, a lone AP was observed in
the study, a potential limitation due to findings coming from only one source. However,
the study was framed as an examination of an exemplary case and the results supported
such a claim. Secondly, two new assistant principals were assigned to the site. My
response was to ensure that participants understood before beginning interviews that my
questions focused on one particular AP. At one point in an interview with the principal, I
had to reframe a question because the response was about the other AP. I also realized
that having two new APs impacted the validity of any claim I made concerning the
unofficial survey results of teachers, as the questions addressed administration in general
rather than solely Hall.
Another limitation was time, specifically the time of year in which the study
occurred. Although January through March are busy times for any school, most sport and
extracurricular activity schedules are completed by that time. As a result, I was unable to
observe the administrator at any large gatherings such as football games. However, I was
able to gauge the AP’s communication with the off-campus community through the
substantial use of social media.
An additional limitation was the minimal number of referrals processed by the
observed AP. Hall stated that he processed two or three referrals a day, yet I only
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observed one being processed over two days of observations. Hall explained that the
other new AP, Ms. Jackson, processed bus referrals, a traditionally substantial portion of
referrals in a school. I therefore questioned if I observed a true picture of the type of
conflict the observed AP experienced on a daily basis. As with my earlier point that I
may not have seen a true reflection of conflict with parents, I realize the same may have
occurred with regards to processing referrals.
Finally, no matter how much care I took, I conceded that my study may have been
impacted by my familiarity with the participants and vice versa. As Wolcott (2003)
showed, it is almost impossible to observe without altering participants’ behaviors in
some way. Questions asked by staff members during the initial observation led me to
believe they had a certain expectation to perform. I responded with general statements in
each instance and realized I needed to devise strategies to keep from influencing
participants while minimizing my own title within the district. I attempted several
strategies in responding to this realization. First, I was intentionally quiet and detached
while observing. In several examples, I recall familiar staff attempting to engage in
conversations with me. After the initial awkwardness in response to my reticence, they
returned to their normal behaviors. Also, I intentionally did not wear my district ID while
at the site and insisted on signing in at the front office, as would any other visitor. Finally,
I attempted to find the nearest corner and minimize my presence whenever possible.
Significance
My study is one of the first to examine the work of veteran APs, as well as rural
assistant principals. It therefore provides significant, foundational understanding of the
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work of veteran and rural assistant principals. Furthermore, my study expands and
complicates the assumptive worlds framework (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991). By
minimizing conflict, Marshall and Mitchell (1991) left unexplored a critical skill needed
by both novice and veteran APs. I found that veteran APs are not immune to the
emotional impact of conflict; thus, my study provides empirical evidence to support
Beatty’s (2014) theory that the framework incorrectly de-emphasizes conflict.
My study was designed to provide specific examples of an exemplary AP’s use of
micropolitics to provide suggestions for both novice and veteran APs entering rural
communities for the first time. The recommendations reflected both the findings of the
study and the limitations. Although framed as an exemplar case, using one AP limited the
scope of findings. Therefore, my recommendations reflected an observance that the
study’s findings included case-specific results. The recommendations for future research
included ideas for researchers to consider in larger case study designs. The
recommendations for practitioners resulted from considering the implications of findings
in this single case study to a larger audience and field of research. In the following
sections, I will describe the significance of my findings in more detail, and include
recommendations for research and practice.
Significance to Research
This study is one of the first to research the work of veteran, new-to-place
assistant principals. The findings add a new perspective to the field of AP-micropolitical
research, a critical point since APs are often targets of attempts at influence (Armstrong,
2010; Grissom et al., 2015). Very little research addresses assistant principals in terms of
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micropolitics (Grissom et al., 2015), with research on the relationship between the
principal and AP being much more prominent (Baker et al., 2018; Karpinski, 2008;
Mitchell et al., 2017; Petrides et al., 2014). The findings from this research provide new
insights into how APs can leverage micropolitical strategies while responding to the
micropolitical actions of others. Finally, these findings reinforce previous research (e. g.
Berkovich, 2011; Caruso, 2013; Mawhinney, 1999; Meyer et al., 2011) that consistently
show the study of micropolitics to be complex and case dependent.
My study also provides one of the few detailed examinations of the AP position in
a rural school. Of note, the AP in this study leveraged social media as a tool to increase
the visibility of the school in a rural community. Isolation is a major concern for rural
school communities (Ashton, 2013; Lavalley, 2018); therefore, my finding about the
value of the use of social media is significant for future work in this area. Furthermore,
the results of my study emphasize the need for rural APs to assess the characteristics and
existing barriers to involvement within the community and identify solutions. Rather than
suggesting the replication of social media use, APs who wish to quickly increase their
standing with formal and informal leaders can set themselves apart by publicly
introducing an innovation that improves the site in some fashion while making the
innovation synonymous with their own name. Future researchers should expand the study
of social media as a communication tool in rural schools.
Third, a major theoretical contribution of my study is that the assumptive worlds
framework (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991) needs to be expanded to include conflict.
Specifically, I found major complexity of conflict in the assistant principalship, as the
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existence of conflict altered Hall’s behavior and led him to question his own selfperception within the constructs of gender and race. My findings therefore reinforce the
need for specific professional development for APs in practicing ongoing conversations
with teachers (Petrides et al., 2014). Few scholars have addressed how APs can control
and manage emotions when addressing disagreements. This study shows that no matter
how successful an AP is in fulfilling traditional job expectations, an ability to control
internal emotions is critical.
Since APs exist in a world in which they are a part of the leadership team yet not
the leader, the study demonstrates the need for further research on the emotional
challenges APs face. Past research has focused on the vulnerability of the AP position
(Mitchell et al., 2017) and the effects of emotions on school leaders (Barnett et al., 2012;
Beatty, 2014; Kelchtermans et al., 2011; Schermuly et al., 2011). However, little research
exists in how APs can manage their own emotional responses to conflict in one-on-one
situations with staff members. Researchers could build from my single case study design
and include multiple case studies, comparing the emotional responses of several
participants across several types of school settings.
Issues around race emerged from the data and, although it wasn’t a part of the
study design, further study is warranted. The experiences of African American principals
in secondary settings has become a research topic trend in the last two years; however,
the voices of African American male assistant principals are nonexistent. Additional
research on minority assistant principals in rural settings is needed also needed. Building
from the emergent findings on race in this study, future research could examine this
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scholarship by investigating the impact of conflict on minority male assistant principals’
self-perceptions.
Significance to Practice
In terms of practitioners, my study demonstrates an exemplary AP’s
micropolitical behaviors in a new environment. In terms of rurality, my study highlights
the potential for APs who possess skills in quickly identifying local norms. Michael Hall
exhibited an ability to quickly assess the community characteristics of Garrison and
respond accordingly. Yet not all assistant principals, veteran or otherwise, have the innate
skill to do so. Assistant principals typically manage most discipline infractions. Since
discipline decisions can be emotional and value-laden, APs would be wise to know the
values and expectations of the community. District leaders should provide training for
APs on how to assess community characteristics when beginning a new assignment.
When I was an assistant principal, even a veteran AP, I failed to consider how much more
effective I could have been had I considered the specific characteristics of the
neighborhoods in which I served.
Conversely, my study shows the consequences when practicing APs are unable to
combat the emotional aspects of the position. Therefore, local school districts should
provide training to assistant principals of all experience levels in dealing with acts of
conflict. APs need opportunities to practice controlling their emotions in real time.
Additionally, APs would benefit from opportunities to role play specific responses to
staff members when participating in constructive conversations.
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Current research shows mentoring for assistant principals to be informal (Searby
et al., 2017). States and/or public-school districts should endorse and create avenues that
provide mentors outside of sites in which APs work. Doing so would allow to learn from
the experiences of others in dealing with issues such as conflict. Additionally, APs would
benefit from being paired with mentors reflective of their own identities as relevant
examples in how to engage in micropolitics.
My study provides an example of an AP using social media to address rural community
barriers and expectations. Yet rural sites may already have strong social media practices.
Practicing APs should consider their school’s current strengths and weaknesses and find
devise ways to enact a new initiative that both improves the site and elevates their statues.
APs who improve a site while strengthening their own reputations confirm the usefulness
of micropolitics in public education.
Conclusion
Little did I know, standing on the football field at my last assignment as an AP,
that the gentleman’s question as to where I was from would be the catalyst for a study on
veteran assistant principals and the use of micropolitics in a new, rural assignment. Over
time, my study changed from a necessary and arduous task required for obtaining a
degree to an opportunity for personal growth as a leader. I can now freely admit that,
even after nine years as an AP, I approached leadership in the past as an exercise in
survival, always afraid to make a mistake. Yet after spending years studying the unique
role of the assistant principalship, I am more confident and understanding of the aspects
needed for leadership, among assistants and principals, in rural areas. To be clear, veteran
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assistant principals (and principals for that matter) who find themselves in new
assignments at rural sites should first reflect on the characteristics of the local community
rather than rushing to enforce mandates.
Michal Hall, in only his first year as an assistant principal at Handshake School in
the town of Garrison, was able to increase the school’s communication and foster positive
relationships with parents and influential community members. Hall showed an ability to
read the characteristics of the community and act accordingly, emphasizing visibility and
approachability throughout his daily routines at the site and by using social media. His
ability to quickly integrate himself into the community acts an exemplary case for other
APs looking to do the same. Hall also showed impressive interpersonal skills in gaining
the support and confidence of influential Handshake staff and teachers. These were
overtly micropolitical acts.
On the contrary, Hall exhibited uncertainty in dealing with conflict, illustrating
the challenges new-to-place veteran APs face in rural communities. The construct of
rurality includes an emphasis on familiarity. Just as Hall exhibited skill in quickly
becoming an insider, his inability to respond to conflict with appropriate micropolitical
acts impacted his behavior. Hall exhibited an innate understanding of the assumptive
worlds framework (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991) yet his inability to respond to conflict
with further micropolitical behaviors highlights the minimization of conflict within the
framework. As a result, my study shows that micropolitics can both support and hinder
rural APs in new communities. In fairness to Hall, all leaders possess weaknesses. I was
reminded of this when I recently received the results of a survey instrument used in my
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principal induction program. The survey results identified my reactions to conflict as an
area for growth. The findings caused me to pause and consider my own professional
development needs in light of my study. I was also struck by the irony of my findings
given that others see the same area for growth in my leadership skills.
My study presented an exemplary case to illustrate ways in which APs participate
in micropolitical behaviors in a new, rural assignment. My findings call for further
investigation on micropolitics, a research topic that on the surface has been thoroughly
studied over the past several decades. While it is true that an observable body of research
on the assistant principalship exists, research on the micropolitical experiences of APs
entering rural sites is minimal. I hope my study begins a new conversation on the needs
of veteran APs who otherwise understand the role yet need additional research from
which to draw.
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Appendix A
Informed Consent Example
Information about Being in a Research Study at Clemson University
New to Place Veteran Assistant Principals’ Micropolitical Behaviors in Rural School
Settings
KEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY
Voluntary Consent: Jason Bailey, a PhD candidate at Clemson University, is inviting
you to volunteer for a research study. Mr. Bailey will be advised by Dr. Daniella Hall, an
assistant professor at Clemson University. You may choose not to take part and you may
choose to stop taking part at any time. You will not be punished in any way if you decide
not to be in the study or to stop taking part in the study.
Alternative to Participation: Participation is voluntary and the only alternative is to not
participate.
Study Purpose: The purpose of this research is to examine the experiences of a veteran
assistant principal in a new school. Specifically, the study will examine how an assistant
principal recognizes and respects the local norms of the community, often described as
“how we do things around here.” Finally, the study aims to show how the newly
introduced veteran assistant principal responds to moments of conflict.
Activities and Procedures: As the assistant principal, your part in the study will be to
participate in two interviews of approximately 45-60 minutes in length and two
observations.
Participation Time: It will take you about 15 hours to be in this study.
Risks and Discomforts: We do not know of any risks or discomforts to you in this
research study.
Possible Benefits: You may not benefit directly for taking part in this study. However,
the study is intended to add to the empirical knowledge of the role of the veteran assistant
principal which may contribute to current and future school leaders.
MANDATORY REPORTING
The research team includes individuals who are mandatory reporters. Your personal
information may be disclosed if required by law. This means that there may be rare
situations that require us to release personal information about you, e.g., in case a judge
requires such release in a lawsuit or if you tell us of your intent to harm yourself or others
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(including reporting behaviors consistent with child abuse or neglect). In accordance with
S.C. Code §63-7-310, we are required to report child abuse or neglect.
AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING AND PHOTOGRAPHS: All interviews will be
recorded using an audio recording device. The recordings will not be shared publicly.
EQUIPMENT AND DEVICES THAT WILL BE USED IN RESEARCH STUDY: A
voice recorder will be used to record audio recording of interviews. A notebook will also
be used for recording field notes or relevant information during the process of data
collection. There is minimal risk that the audio recording device or notebook may be left
unattended.
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY: The results of this study
may be published in scientific journals, professional publications, or educational
presentations.
Participant's names will be protected by assigning each study participant a code to protect
their identity during the research process. A list that matches each participant's name with
their code number will be kept in a password protected file on the co-investigator's
password protected, dual access secure electronic box storage, separate from the other
data storage. Only the Co-Investigator will have access to the participant codes.
Research records that are hard copies will be labeled with each participant's unique code
and will be kept in a locked filing box in the co-investigator’s home. Only the CoInvestigator will have access to these files.
Audio files will be transcribed using the personal identification codes. All transcriptions
will be de-identified, using the codes. Audio files and transcriptions will be stored
separately in password protected files on the co-investigator’s password protected, secure
electronic box storage. Only the Co-Investigator will have access to the audio files once
they are uploaded to the Box. Only the Co-Investigator will have access to de-identified
transcripts, which will be stored in a password protected and secure electronic Box.
Fieldnotes from observations will be de-identified using school and community
pseudonyms. No participant names will be used in these documents. Fieldnotes will be
stored on a password protected secure box and in a locked filing box that will be kept in
the Co-investigator's home. Only the Co-Investigator will have access to these files. All
identifiers will be destroyed after the completion of the study.
Identifiable information collected during the study will be removed and the de-identified
information will not be used or distributed for future research studies.
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CONTACT INFORMATION: If you have any questions or concerns about your rights
in this research study, please contact the Clemson University Office of Research
Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-0636 or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the
Upstate South Carolina area, please use the ORC’s toll-free number, 866-297-3071. The
Clemson IRB will not be able to answer some study-specific questions. However, you
may contact the Clemson IRB if the research staff cannot be reached or if you wish to
speak with someone other than the research staff.
If you have any study related questions or if any problems arise, please contact Jason
Bailey at 864-871-12255 or jmbly@g.clemson.edu. Dr. Hall can be reached at 864-6563872 or dhall5@clemson.edu.

CONSENT
By participating in the study, you indicate that you have read the information
written above, been allowed to ask any questions, and you are voluntarily choosing
to take part in this research. You do not give up any legal rights by taking part in
this research study.
A copy of this form will be given to you.
IRB2019-412
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Appendix B
Assistant Principal Interview Question Matrix
Concepts from
Past Literature
Differences
among individual
school sites

Literature Evidence

Interview Questions

“One participant commented that
he had worked with three different
principals over a three-year period,
his duties had changed each year,
and each change had put him at the
bottom of a new learning
curve” (Mitchell et al., 2017, p. 9).

1. What are the similarities and
differences between your
duties as an assistant principal
here versus previous schools?

“As was previously described, the
role of the principal can vary from
each individual school and each
school year” (Oleszewski et al.,
2012, p. 281).
“Overall, the participants in this
study concur that there are aspects
of the school leadership and
administration that are specific to
the rural context” (Hohner &
Riveros, 2017, p. 50).
Principal/assistant “…the principal served as the
principal
primary gatekeeper for the vicerelationship
principal’s admission into the
administrative cadre” (Mitchell et
al., 2017, p. 13).
Influence of
rurality on AP
experiences

“However, the level of this support
was not uniform and a
commitment to supporting the
vice-principal varied from
principal to principal” (Grodzki,
2011, p. 17)
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2. Have you found any
differences that are a result of
the school being in a rural
community?

3. How did your current
principal introduce you to the
staff and/or local stakeholders?
4. Describe the level of
support you receive from the
principal on a daily basis and
in terms of decision-making.

AP socialization

Conflict &
negotiation

“…among policy actors there is a
shared sense of what is appropriate
in action, interaction, and choice.
That sense is inculcated through
socialization in their distinctive
organizational culture” (Marshall
& Mitchell, 1991, p. 397).

5. If you believe a school
guideline or policy should be
changed, how do you go about
expressing this?
6. How do your values align
with the local community? In
what ways do they differ?
7. What behaviors does the
local community (including
staff members) expect from
you as the assistant principal
and how are these expectations
communicated?
8. Describe the level of trust
that exist between members of
the administrative team.
Particularly, what is your level
of trust with other members?
“Ultimately, conflict was neither
9. What types of conflict have
the antithesis of community nor
you experienced in your
aberrant. Rather, it was an essential current role and with whom?
component of community”
How were these conflicts
(Achinstein, 2002, p. 440).
resolved?
10. How do you carry out your
“New principals are often shocked responsibilities of enacting
to discover that their role is more
local, state, and federal
one of persuasion and negotiation
mandates while maintaining
than of order and compliance”
relationships with parents and
(Lindle, 1999, p. 174).
other community members?
“Communities further contend
with neoliberal education policies
that distance the work of rural
teachers from their communities,
placing the practice of schooling in
direct conflict with local values
regarding the purpose of
schooling” (McHenry-Sorber &
Schafft, 2015, p. 744).
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Informal and
formal authority

“Micropolitically, first-year
building principals face the
challenge of identifying key social
structures, such as major actors
and players, with their public
schools…” (Caruso, 2013, p. 222).

Micropolitical
strategies with
teachers

“…avoidance was a major strategy
employed with closed principals”
(Blase, 1989, p. 398).
“Roughly 85% of the feelings
associated with dealing with open
principals were positive, but 70%
of the feelings teachers had about
working with closed principals
were negative” (p. 398).
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11. Informal leaders of the
school can be teachers, staff
members, parents, or
community members. What
has been your level of
interaction with these leaders
and what strategies do you use
when interacting with them?
12. Would the teachers in your
building describe you as an
open or closed assistant
principal? Why?
13. What strategies have
teachers used in attempting to
acquire either a favorable
decision or information from
you?

Appendix C
Principal Interview Question Matrix
Concepts from
Past Literature
Community
influence on
school sites

Literature Evidence
“Overall, the participants in this
study concur that there are
aspects of the school leadership
and administration that are
specific to the rural context.
They agree being a leader in a
rural school can be isolating and
that geography does impact their
prospects” (Hohner & Riveros,
2017, p. 50).

“Principals in rural communities
are expected to be fully woven
into the fabric of the
community, ad the principals in
this study described tensions
between their work and private
lives” (Wieczorek & Manard,
2018, p. 15)
Principal/assistant “…the principal served as the
principal
primary gatekeeper for the vicerelationship
principal’s admission into the
administrative cadre” (Mitchell
et al., 2017, p. 13).
“However, the level of this
support was not uniform and a
commitment to supporting the
vice-principal varied from
principal to principal” (Grodzki,
2011, p. 17)

AP socialization

“…among policy actors there is
a shared sense of what is
appropriate in action,
interaction, and choice. That
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Interview Questions
1. Describe the community in
which this school resides.

2. How did you introduce the
assistant principal to the staff
and/or local stakeholders?
3. Describe the level of support
you give the assistant principal
on a daily basis and in terms of
decision-making.

4. If you believe a school
guideline or policy should be
changed, how do you go about
expressing this?

Conflict and
negotiation

sense is inculcated through
socialization in their distinctive
organizational culture”
(Marshall & Mitchell, 1991, p.
397).

5. How do your values align
with the local community? In
what ways do they differ?
6. What behaviors does the
local community (including
staff members) expect from you
as the assistant principal and
how are these expectations
communicated?
7. Describe the level of trust
that exist between members of
the administrative team.
Particularly, what is your level
of trust with other members?

“Ultimately, conflict was neither
the antithesis of community nor
aberrant. Rather, it was an
essential component of
community” (Achinstein, 2002,
p. 440).

8. What type of conflict have
you observed the assistant
principal experience and with
whom? How were these
conflicts resolved?
9. How do you carry out your
responsibilities of enacting
local, state, and federal
mandates while maintaining
relationships with parents and
other community members?

“New principals are often
shocked to discover that their
role is more one of persuasion
and negotiation than of order
and compliance” (Lindle, 1999,
p. 174).

Informal and
formal authority

“Communities further contend
with neoliberal education
policies that distance the work
of rural teachers from their
communities, placing the
practice of schooling in direct
conflict with local values
regarding the purpose of
schooling” (McHenry-Sorber &
Schafft, 2015, p. 744).
“Micropolitically, first-year
building principals face the
challenge of identifying key
social structures, such as major
actors and players, with their
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10. What strategies have you
observed the assistant principal
using in interacting with
informal leaders of the school,
including teachers, staff

Micropolitical
strategies with
teachers

public schools…” (Caruso,
2013, p. 222).

members, parents, or
community members.

“…avoidance was a major
strategy employed with closed
principals” (Blase, 1989, p.
398).

12. Would teachers in your
building describe the assistant
principal as utilizing an open or
closed style of leadership?
13. Have there been instances
of teachers appealing a decision
made by the assistant principal
to you? If so, how did you
handle the appeal?

“Roughly 85% of the feelings
associated with dealing with
open principals were positive,
but 70% of the feelings teachers
had about working with closed
principals were negative” (p.
398).
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Appendix D
Certified Staff Interview Question Matrix
Concepts from
Past Literature
Assistant
principal
generalizations

Literature Evidence
“As was previously described,
the role of the principal can
vary from each individual
school and each school year”
(Oleszewski et al., p. 281).

Principal/assistant “…the principal served as the
principal
primary gatekeeper for the
relationship
vice-principal’s admission into
the administrative cadre”
(Mitchell et al., 2017, p. 13).

AP socialization

“However, the level of this
support was not uniform and a
commitment to supporting the
vice-principal varied from
principal to principal”
(Grodzki, 2011, p. 17)
“APs have to learn the rules of
how to survive in the particular
site” (Marshall & Mitchell,
1991, p. 398).
“APs initiatives must focus on
site-level problems and crises
and take risks only where
success can be assured” (p.
402).

Informal and
formal authority

“Micropolitically, first-year
building principals face the
challenge of identifying key
social structures, such as major
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Interview Questions
1. What are the similarities
and differences between your
new assistant principal and
the previous one?
2. What was your first
impression of the assistant
principal?
3. Describe the working
relationship between the
principal and assistant
principal.
4. Have you ever disagreed
with a decision by the new
assistant principal and went to
the principal as a result?

5. Would you describe the AP
as conservative or a risk
taker? Why?
6. Does the AP hold the same
values as the community?
7. What traits are necessary to
be a good assistant principal?
Does the new AP possess
those qualities?

8. Informal leaders of the
school can be teachers, staff
members, parents, or
community members. Who

actors and players, with their
public schools…” (Caruso,
2013, p. 222).

Micropolitical
strategies used by
teachers

are the informal leaders
within the school and have
you seen the AP interact with
them? If so, how would you
describe the interactions?
9. Do you consider the AP as
a leader of the school?
“…avoidance was a major
10. Would you describe the
strategy employed with closed
assistant principal as being an
principals” (Blase, 1989, p.
open or closed administrator?
398).
How so?
11. What strategies have you
“Roughly 85% of the feelings
used in attempting to acquire
associated with dealing with
either a favorable decision or
open principals were positive,
information from the assistant
but 70% of the feelings teachers principal?
had about working with closed
principals were negative” (p.
398).
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Appendix E
Board of Trustee Interview Protocol
1. Tell me a little bit about yourself.
2. Describe the community in which this school resides.
3. How do your values align with the local community? In what ways do they differ?
4. Are there unique aspects in working at a rural school?
5. How should a new-to-place assistant principal be introduced to the staff and the
community?
6. What traits are necessary to be a good assistant principal?
7. Describe the characteristics of a healthy working relationship between a principal and
AP.
8. If a new-to-place AP believes a school guideline or policy should be changed, how
should one go about expressing this?
9. What behaviors does the local community (including staff members) expect from a
new-to-place assistant principal and how should these expectations be communicated?
10. How should a new-to-place AP enforce mandates (local, state, and federal)?
11. Discuss how conflict is resolved in this community. Could you give examples?
12. How should a new-to-place AP approach conflicts within the school?
13. Informal leaders of a school can be teachers, staff members, parents, or community
members. How should a new-to-place AP go about interacting with them and what
strategies can an AP take in obtaining desired outcomes?
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Appendix F
Teacher Survey for AP Study
Teachers,
As a part of my study on the assistant principal (AP) position, I invite you to complete the
below survey by Sunday, March 8th. The questions are the same as those found on the
state department survey that you will take in a few weeks. However, my survey has no
relation to your school's teacher survey results and will be only be used as data for my
dissertation. Although you will be required to sign in with your Google address to ensure
only one response per person, I have set the form so that emails are not collected,
meaning your responses are anonymous.
Below is the consent information:
KEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY
Voluntary Consent: Jason Bailey, a PhD candidate at Clemson University, is inviting you
to volunteer for a research study. Mr. Bailey will be advised by Dr. Daniella Hall, an
assistant professor at Clemson University. You may choose not to take part and you may
choose to stop taking part at any time. You will not be punished in any way if you decide
not to be in the study or to stop taking part in the study.
Alternative to Participation: Participation is voluntary and the only alternative is to not
participate.
Study Purpose: The purpose of this research is to examine the experiences of a veteran
assistant principal in a new school. Specifically, the study will examine how an assistant
principal recognizes and respects the local norms of the community, often described as
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“how we do things around here.” Finally, the study aims to show how the newly
introduced veteran assistant principal responds to moments of conflict.
Risks and Discomforts: We do not know of any risks or discomforts to you in this
research study.
Possible Benefits: You may not benefit directly for taking part in this study. However, the
study is intended to add to the empirical knowledge of the role of the veteran assistant
principal which may contribute to current and future school leaders.
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY: The results of this study
may be published in scientific journals, professional publications, or educational
presentations. The survey instrument will only be managed by the co-investigator.
Participant's names will be protected by collecting responses anonymously.
CONTACT INFORMATION: If you have any questions or concerns about your rights in
this research study, please contact the Clemson University Office of Research
Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-0636 or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the
Upstate South Carolina area, please use the ORC’s toll-free number, 866-297-3071. The
Clemson IRB will not be able to answer some study-specific questions. However, you
may contact the Clemson IRB if the research staff cannot be reached or if you wish to
speak with someone other than the research staff.
If you have any study related questions or if any problems arise, please contact Jason
Bailey at 864-871-12255 or jmbly@g.clemson.edu. Dr. Hall can be reached at 864-6563872 or dhall5@clemson.edu.
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CONSENT
By participating in the study, you indicate that you have read the information written
above, been allowed to ask any questions, and you are voluntarily choosing to take part in
this research. You do not give up any legal rights by taking part in this research study.
A copy of this form will be given to you upon request.
IRB2019-412
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Appendix G
Second Assistant Principal Interview Protocol
1. What are your strengths as an AP, what are your weaknesses, and what do you
struggle with?
2. You mentioned that sometimes you feel like you don't know who to reach out to.
Why do you think that is?
3. How do you know how well you're performing as an AP? Who tells you? The
principal? The community?
4. Are there areas of administration that you wish you had a greater role with in the
school?
5. Are there different types of conflict in your role? In other words, do you handle one
type of conflict, for example a teacher being tardy to work, for example, differently
than conflict about instruction?
6. What is your next career goal and how does your current position's duties align with
that goal?
7. Let’s discuss the level of autonomy that you have. I've heard you talk about formally
reprimanding employees and even staff. Are you comfortable with the amount of
autonomy that you have? Are there times you are unsure of how much decisionmaking authority that you have?
8. How do you balance your level of familiarity with certain teachers, even having them
sit in on discussions with others with the need to maintain boundaries?
9. Why do you put so much emphasis on social media, and what started your use of
social media? Did you seek approval from the principal or anyone before you started
using the live updates?
10. I noticed a few times during your social media posts that you say social media can be
used for positive. That seems to be something that you stress almost every time you
post. Why is that something you discuss in the post? It seems like you're trying to
present a certain message.
11. You stated previously that the biggest issue you have is being a black male in a
school or a world in education, which is probably 90% white, white women, and you,
question that you posed was, "How do I shrink myself?" Given these concerns, what
are some strategies or considerations you make when preparing to address an issue or
concern with staff members, with parents, or with students?
12. Given that the majority of teachers and education, and at your school, are white
females, have you observed any effect a lack of teacher diversity has had on
marginalized students, whether it be minorities in terms of race, students from
difficult SES backgrounds, et cetera? And if you have, as the assistant principal, what
role, or how do you even address it, or do you?
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Appendix H
Handshake School Teacher Survey Data Results Over Four Years

The level of teacher and staff
morale is high at my school.

Teachers at my school are
recognized and appreciated for
good work.

The school administration
communicates clear instructional
goals for the school.

The school administration sets
high standards for students.

The school administration has
high expectations for teacher
performance.

The school administration
provides effective instructional
leadership.

%

%

%

%

%

Mostly

Mostly

%

Don't

MA

Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Agree

Know

&A

N

6.0

26.0

40.0

28.0

0.0

68

50

0.0

8.5

27.7

63.8

0.0

91.5

47

15.3

25.4

37.3

22.0

0.0

59.3

59

6.7

13.3

73.3

6.7

0.0

80

15

6.0

14.0

26.0

52.0

2

78.0

50

2.1

2.1

14.9

80.9

0

95.8

47

3.4

23.7

39.0

33.9

0.0

72.9

59

0.0

6.7

53.3

40.0

0.0

93.3

15

2.0

12.0

26.0

60.0

0

86.0

50

2.1

2.1

6.4

89.4

0

95.8

47

5.1

5.1

39.0

50.8

0.0

89.8

59

0.0

6.7

40

53.3

0

93.3

15

2.0

14.0

20.0

64.0

0

84.0

50

0.0

2.1

8.5

89.4

0

97.9

47

6.8

5.1

35.6

52.5

0.0

88.1

59

0.0

13.3

46.7

40

0.0

86.7

15

0.0

4.0

30.0

66.0

0

96.0

50

0.0

2.1

8.5

89.4

0

97.9

47

3.4

1.7

25.4

69.5

0.0

94.9

59

0.0

0.0

46.7

53.3

0.0

100

15

0.0

18.0

32.0

50.0

0

82.0

50

2.1

2.1

6.4

89.4

0

95.8

47

1.7

10.2

37.3

50.8

0.0

88.1

59

0.0

13.3

46.7

40

0.0

86.7

15
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Teacher evaluation at my school
focuses on instructional
improvement.

School administrators visit
classrooms to observe instruction.

The school administration
arranges for collaborative
planning and decision making.

I am satisfied with the learning
environment in my school.

Students at my school behave
well in class.

Students at my school behave
well in the hallways, in the
lunchroom, and on school
grounds.

Rules and consequences for
behavior are clear to students.

%

%

%

%

%

Mostly

Mostly

%

Don't

MA

Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Agree

Know

&A

N

0.0

8.0

18.0

74.0

0

92.0

50

0

2.1

10.6

87.2

0

97.8

47

1.7

3.4

28.8

62.7

3.4

91.5

59

0.0

0.0

33.3

66.7

0.0

100

15

2.0

14.0

20.0

64.0

0

84.0

50

2.1

2.1

17

78.7

0

95.7

47

8.5

6.8

23.7

59.3

1.7

83.0

59

0.0

6.7

40

53.3

0

93.3

15

4.0

10.0

22.0

64.0

0

86.0

50

4.3

2.1

10.6

83

0

93.6

47

11.9

10.2

27.1

49.2

1.7

76.3

59

6.7

0

26.7

60

6.7

86.7

15

0.0

10.0

40.0

50.0

0

90.0

50

0.0

2.1

21.3

76.6

0

97.9

47

6.8

8.5

47.5

37.3

0.0

84.8

59

0.0

13.3

60

26.7

0

86.7

15

2.0

14.0

66.0

18.0

0

84.0

50

0.0

17

59.6

23.4

0

83

47

10.2

6.8

71.2

11.9

0.0

83.1

59

0.0

6.7

73.3

20

0

93.3

15

2.0

18.0

62.0

18.0

0

80.0

50

0.0

23.4

59.6

17.0

0.0

76.6

47

8.5

10.2

64.4

16.9

0.0

81.3

59

0.0

26.7

53.3

20

0

73.3

15

8.0

24.0

26.0

42.0

0

68.0

50

0.0

10.6

31.9

57.4

0.0

89.3

47

8.5

11.9

35.6

44.1

0.0

79.7

59

0.0

6.7

53.3

40

0

93.3

15
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The rules about how students
should behave in my school are
fair.

The rules for behavior are
enforced at my school.

I feel safe at my school during the
school day.

I am satisfied with the social and
physical environment at my
school.

I am satisfied with home and
school relations.

I feel supported by administrators
at my school.

The faculty and staff at my school
have a shared vision.

%

%

%

%

%

Mostly

Mostly

%

Don't

MA

Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Agree

Know

&A

N

4.0

16.0

20.0

60.0

0

80.0

50

4.3

10.6

12.8

72.3

0.0

85.1

47

1.7

5.1

27.1

66.1

0.0

93.2

59

0.0

0

13.3

86.7

0

100

15

2.0

10.0

26.0

62.0

0

88.0

50

2.1

4.3

23.4

70.2

0.0

93.6

47

3.4

13.6

55.9

27.1

0.0

83.0

59

0.0

13.3

60

26.7

0

86.7

15

0.0

2.0

34.0

64.0

0

98.0

50

2.1

0.0

23.4

74.5

0.0

97.9

47

1.7

3.4

25.4

69.5

0.0

94.9

59

0.0

6.7

20

73.3

0

93.3

15

0.0

10.0

46.0

42.0

2

88.0

50

2.1

6.4

31.9

59.6

0.0

91.5

47

6.8

11.9

42.4

39.0

0.0

81.4

59

0.0

13.33

46.7

40

0

86.7

15

4.0

20.0

48.0

28.0

0

76.0

50

4.3

19.1

42.6

34.0

0.0

76.6

47

3.4

37.3

42.4

16.9

0.0

59.3

59

6.7

20

26.7

46.7

0.0

73.4

15

6.0

12.0

28.0

54.0

0.0

82.0

50

4.3

0.0

12.8

83.0

0.0

95.8

47

10.2

8.5

30.5

50.8

0.0

81.3

59

0.0

13.3

20

66.7

0

86.7

15

2.0

10.0

34.0

54.0

0

88.0

50

2.1

0.0

23.4

74.5

0.0

97.9

47

3.4

6.8

44.1

45.8

0.0

89.9

59

0.0

13.3

46.7

40

0.0

86.7

15
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I am familiar with local, state, and
national policies and how they
affect teaching and learning.

Local, state, or national policies
assist me in meeting the educational
needs of my students.

The school leadership makes a
sustained effort to address teacher
concerns.

My decisions in areas such as
instruction and student progress are
supported.

Teachers at my school are
encouraged to develop innovative
solutions to problems.

I feel comfortable raising issues and
concerns that are important to me.

I am satisfied with my current
working conditions.

16-17

%

%

%

%

%

Mostly

Mostly

%

Don't

MA

Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Agree

Know

&A

N

0.0

0.0

22.0

78.0

0.0

100.0

50

2.1

0.0

31.9

66.0

0.0

97.9

47

0.0

1.7

23.7

74.6

0.0

98.3

59

0.0

0.0

53.3

46.7

0.0

100

15

0.0

6.0

40.0

54.0

0.0

94.0

50

8.5

17.0

23.4

51.1

0.0

74.5

47

8.5

16.9

33.9

40.7

0.0

74.6

59

6.7

26.7

46.7

20

0.0

66.7

15

4.0

12.0

32.0

50.0

2

82.0

50

2.1

4.3

27.7

66.0

0.0

93.7

47

11.9

18.6

32.2

37.3

0.0

69.5

59

6.7

6.7

46.7

40

0.0

86.7

15

0.0

2.0

40.0

58.0

0.0

98.0

50

2.1

4.3

23.4

70.2

0.0

93.6

47

6.8

3.4

37.3

49.2

3.4

86.5

59

6.7

0.0

33.3

60

0.0

93.3

15

0.0

0.0

30.0

68.0

2

98.0

50

0.0

2.1

23.4

74.5

0.0

97.9

47

3.4

13.6

33.9

49.2

0.0

83.1

59

0.0

13.3

26.7

60

0.0

86.7

15

0.0

18.0

32.0

50.0

0.0

82.0

50

2.1

2.1

21.3

74.5

0.0

95.8

47

8.5

16.9

47.5

27.1

0.0

74.6

59

13.3

6.7

13.3

66.7

0

80

15

0.0

4.0

46.0

50.0

0

96.0

50

0.0

10.6

36.2

53.2

0.0

89.4

47

5.1

11.9

54.2

28.8

0.0

83.0

59

0.0

13.3

40.0

46.7

0.0

86.7

15

17-18

18-19
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19-20

Appendix I
Handshake School Parent Survey Data Results Over Three Years
%

My child's school has high
expectations for student learning.

I am satisfied with the learning
environment at my school.

My child's teachers contact me to
say good things about my child.

My child's teachers tell me how I
can help my child learn.

My child's teachers invite me to
visit my child's classrooms during
the school day.

My child's school returns my
phone calls or e-mails promptly.

My child's school includes me in
decision-making.

My child's school considers
changes based on what parents
say.

%

%

%

Strongly

%

%

Strongly

Don't

A&

Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Agree

Know

SA

N

0.0

11.1

44.4

36.1

8.3

80.5

36

0.0

0.0

43.8

43.8

12.5

87.6

16

5.3

2.6

53.9

34.2

3.9

88.1

76

2.9

8.6

54.3

34.3

0.0

88.6

35

0.0

13.3

33.3

46.7

6.7

80.0

15

9.1

10.4

50.6

29.9

0.0

80.5

77

2.8

8.3

36.1

47.2

5.6

83.3

36

0.0

20.0

33.3

46.7

0.0

80.0

15

6.4

21.8

44.9

26.9

0.0

71.8

78

2.8

11.1

33.3

44.4

8.3

77.7

36

0.0

21.4

28.6

50.0

0.0

78.6

14

6.7

13.3

45.3

29.3

5.3

74.6

75

2.8

16.7

38.9

25.0

16.7

63.9

36

6.7

40.0

26.7

20.0

6.7

46.7

15

14.9

31.1

32.4

16.2

5.4

48.6

74

2.8

8.3

33.3

50.0

5.6

83.3

36

0.0

0.0

56.3

31.3

12.5

87.6

16

5.3

12.0

53.3

25.3

4.0

78.6

75

8.3

5.6

38.9

27.8

19.4

66.7

36

13.3

26.7

40.0

20.0

0.0

60.0

15

6.8

21.9

47.9

20.5

2.7

68.4

73

8.6

28.6

22.9

14.3

25.7

37.2

35

0.0

12.5

37.5

6.3

43.8

43.8

16

9.2

13.2

48.7

13.2

15.8

61.9

76
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%

%

%

%

Strongly

%

%

Strongly

Don't

A&

Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Agree

Know

SA

N

5.7

14.3

48.6

22.9

8.6

71.5

35

0.0

13.3

73.3

13.3

0.0

86.6

15

9.2

10.5

55.3

22.4

2.6

77.7

76

2.9

11.4

57.1

25.7

2.9

82.8

35

0.0

20.0

33.3

40.0

6.7

73.3

15

4.0

14.7

56.0

20.0

5.3

76.0

75

8.6

11.4

45.7

28.6

5.7

74.3

35

0.0

13.3

66.7

13.3

6.7

80.0

15

5.4

10.8

59.5

20.3

4.1

79.8

74

%

I Don’t
Do &
I Don’t

Activity

I Do

I Don’t
Do But
Would

This

Like To

Care To

Offered

N

87.9

6.1

6.1

0.0

33

86.7

6.7

6.7

0.0

15

90.0

7.5

2.5

0.0

80

97.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

33

73.3

26.7

0.0

0.0

15

83.1

10.4

6.5

0.0

77

54.8

12.9

29.0

3.2

31

21.4

28.6

42.9

7.1

14

37.7

28.6

29.9

3.9

77

29.0

58.1

12.9

N/A

31

30.8

46.2

23.1

N/A

13

31.5

50.7

17.8

N/A

73

87.5

9.4

3.1

N/A

32

92.9

7.1

0.0

N/A

14

79.7

10.8

9.5

N/A

74

I am satisfied with home-school
relations at my child's school.

My child feels safe at school.

I am satisfied with the social and
physical environment at my
school.

Table G1-General Parent Questions

Attend Open Houses or parent-teacher
conferences

Attend student programs or performances

Volunteer for the school (bake cookies, help in
office, help with school fund raising, etc.)

Visit my child's classrooms during the school
day.

Contact my child's teachers about my child's
school work.

Table G2-Parent Participation

145

Not

Lack of transportation reduces my involvement.

Family health problems reduce my involvement.

Lack of available care for my children or other family members reduces my
involvement.

My work schedule makes it hard for me to be involved.

The school does not encourage my involvement.

Information about how to be involved either comes too late or not at all.

I don't feel like it is appreciated when I try to be involved.

Table G3-Parent Involvement

146

%

%

True

False

N

12.5

87.5

32

0.0

100.0

15

15.8

84.2

76

18.8

81.3

32

13.3

86.7

15

25.3

74.7

75

16.1

83.9

31

6.7

93.3

15

15.8

84.2

76

51.6

48.4

31

40.0

60.0

15

54.7

45.3

75

21.9

78.1

32

26.7

73.3

15

20.5

79.5

73

29.0

71.0

31

33.3

66.7

15

32.0

68.0

75

12.9

87.1

31

6.7

93.3

15

11.1

88.9

72

%

The school's overall friendliness.

The school's interest in parents' ideas and
opinions.

The school's efforts to get important information
from parents.

The school's efforts to give important
information to parents.

%

%
VG

Very

%

%

%

Very

Good

Good

Okay

Bad

Bad

23.5

41.2

26.5

8.8

0.0

64.7

34

33.3

33.3

33.3

0.0

0.0

66.6

15

39.0

37.7

18.2

5.2

0.0

76.7

77

18.8

40.6

21.9

6.3

59.4

32

13.3

40.0

46.7

12.
5
0.0

0.0

53.3

15

18.4

40.8

30.3

0.0

59.2

76

24.2

39.4

21.2

10.
5
6.1

9.1

63.6

33

26.7

26.7

40.0

6.7

0.0

53.4

15

23.7

44.7

18.4

1.3

68.4

76

29.4

35.3

20.6

11.
8
5.9

8.8

64.7

34

33.3

33.3

33.3

0.0

0.0

66.6

15

26.0

42.5

19.2

11.
0

1.4

68.5

73

Table G4-School Climate
16-17

17-18

147

18-19

&G

N

Appendix J
Revere and Handshake Parent Data Comparison
I am satisfied with the learning
environment at my child's school.
I am satisfied with home-school
relations at my child's school.
I am satisfied with the social and
physical environment at my
child's school.
16-17

Handshake School
88.6%
80.0%
80.5%
71.5%
86.6%
77.7%
74.3%
80.0%
79.8%
17-18

148

Revere School District
85.3%
82.9%
76.3%
67.6%
69.7%
68.1%
80.4%
80.2%
73.7%
18-19
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